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Summary

The focus of this research is to numerically predict an

infrared image of a jet engine exhaust plume, given field

variables such as temperature, pressure, and exhaust

plume constituents as a function of spatial position within

the plume, and to compare this predicted image directly
with measured data. This work is motivated by the need

to validate Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) codes

through infrared imaging. The technique of reducing

the three-dimensional field variable domain to a two-

dimensional infrared image invokes the use of an inverse

Monte Carlo ray trace algorithm and an infrared band

model for exhaust gases.

This report describes an experiment in which the above-

mentioned field variables were carefully measured.

Results from this experiment, namely tables of measured

temperature and pressure data, as well as measured infra-

red images, are given. The inverse Monte Carlo ray trace

technique is described. Finally, experimentally obtained

infrared images are directly compared to infrared images

predicted from the measured field variables.

1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The validation of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

codes is important in the design of future generations of

both military and civilian aircraft. Infrared imaging can be

used as a validation tool for CFD codes, particularly for

Short Take-Off and Vertical Landing (STOVL) aircraft.

The validation technique involves a quantitative com-

parison between an expcrimcntal infrared image and a

predicted infrared image, with the latter based on the CFD

solution. This report dcscribes the assembly of a data base

which has been completed in support of an cflort to

validate CFD codes through infrared imaging. An experi-

ment has been conducted in which the tlow field of a

*Defense Group Inc., Moffcn Field, California.

tVirginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,

Blacksburg, Virginia.

modified auxiliary power unit (APU) has been surveyed,

where temperature and pressure data, as well as corrc-

sponding infrared images have been obtained. Infrared

images predicted from this data base arc comparcd to

experimentally obtained infrared images, thereby

demonstrating an important step in the CFD code

validation technique.

In recent years improved algorithms and advanced high-

speed computers have led to increasingly complex CFD

analyses. Complete Navier-Stokcs analysis of such

complex aerospace vehicles as the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration's (NASA) Space Shuttle

(ref. 1), the Stratospheric Observatory For Infrared

Astronomy (SOFIA) Airborne Observatory (ref. 2), and

the McDonnell Douglas Harder YAV-SB trcf. 3) have

been successfully perlbrmcd. However, validation of the

predicted results for these complex aeropropulsive flow

fields has been hampered by the lack of reliable test data.

For example, definition of the complex jet-induced

interactions produced by the Harrier operating in ground

effect, obtained using conventional measurement

techniques such as pressure transducers and thermo-

couples, has proven impractical due to the size scale and

dynamic nature of the flow field. In addition, a critical

need exists for validated CFD tools to ensure the

successful design of nozzles and propulsion systems for

future aircraft.

The motivation lot the interest in STOVI, aircraft stems

from a requirement to operate aircraft, especially fighter

aircraft, from a minimum operating airstrip or bomb-

damaged runway. Interest in short-field takeoff capability

extends from large land-based aircraft to aircraft carrier

launch operations and ground-based remote forward-area

operations. Current STOVL aircraft include vehicles such

as the McDonnell Douglas Harrier AV-SB (ref. 4).

The aerodynamic flow field about a Harrier AV-gB

operating in ground effect is difficult to model. In this

flight regime, lift is augmented by four rotatable nozzles

positioncd fore and aft of the aircraft's center of gravity.

Also, small reaction jets are located at the aircraft's nose,
tail and wing tips. The ground effect flight regime is



characterized by a small forward velocity component and

regions of high subsonic to supersonic jet flows. The

recirculating fluid dynamic interaction between the

vectored jets, the ground, and the airframe can cause

several effects including propulsion-induced loss of lift,

or "suck down," ingestion of foreign objects or debris

(FOD), and ingestion of warm, oxygen depleted, or

vitiated, air (refs. 5-7). Attempts to model these effects

by conventional means, such as wind-tunnel experiments,

have been unsuccessful, with the end result being that
full-scale powered tests are required to study the actual
flow field.

The United State Air Force would like to replace the

aging F-16 aircraft fleet. Also, the Navy would like to

replace the A-6 and the Marines would like to replace

the Harder AV-8B. In light of shrinking defense budgets,

the United States government is considering a multirole

tactical airplane to meet the requirements of the Air

Force, Navy, and Marines (ref. 8). The US Advanced

Research Project Agency (ARPA) hopes to award a

STOVL Strike Fighter (SSF)contract in the late 1990s.

Major airframe and engine companies are working now in
hopes of making a successful bid for the ARPA contract.

For example, wind-tunnel testing of an SSF model with

lifting fan, made by British Aerospace and McDonnell

Douglas, is planned for 1995 at NASA Ames (ref. 4).

NASA Ames has been working in support of this effort in

a wide variety of areas, particularly in the area of STOVL

technology (ref. 9). Research activities include wind-

tunnel testing of small-scale models (refs. 10-12), CFD

modeling of critical flight regimes (refs. 13 and 14), and

control and stability analysis in the Vertical Motion
Simulator (VMS) (refs. 15 and 16).

The Powered-Lift Technology Branch at NASA Ames
is directly involved in a number of STOVL initiatives.

In support of their work in this area, an Agema
Thermovision ® Dual 880 Infrared Imaging System

has been purchased in an effort to investigate the

feasibility of using infrared imaging to validate CFD

codes. The imaging system employs two scanning
infrared cameras that are sensitive in the medium

wavelength band (MWB), 2.5 to 5.5 lam, and in the long

wavelength band (LWB), 8 to 12 lam. The infrared

detectors are cryogenically cooled and provide a source

temperature sensitivity on the order of 0. I °C at 30.0 °C.

The system operates by scanning a scene and digitally
recording the infrared image to a hard disk (ref. 17). A

thorough technical discussion of the Agema infrared

imaging system is available from the Agema company

(ref. 18). Also, the imaging system is discussed further in
Section 2 of this report.

Since its delivery to NASA Ames in November of 1989,

the Agema infrared imaging system has been useful as a

nonintrusive measurement technique which provides real-
time flow field images of sufficient detail to resolve the

small- and large-scale flow structures and surface heating
effects needed for the applications described above. The

practicality of using infrared imaging as a means of

examining these types of complex aeropropulsive flow
fields has been demonstrated in a series of tests conducted

at NASA Ames. Birckelbaw and Nelson (ref. 19) have

shown the ability of an Agema system to resolve small-

and large-scale flow structures, airframe surface heating,

and interactions between the ground and plume, lnflight

and ground-based infrared images of the Harrier YAV8B,
the XV-15 Tiltrotor Aircraft, and the E-7 STOVL

research model were shown to have value for the

qualitative examination of the flow fields.

An example of the type of results which can be obtaincd

from the infrared imaging system is shown in figure I.
Figure I(a) shows an inflight photograph of the

McDonnell Douglas Harrier YAV-8B and figure I(b)

shows a MWB experimental infrared image of the Harrier

in a 30-ft (9.14-m)altitude and 30-kt (15.4-m/s) velocity

flight condition. Because of the strong emission in the

infrared, the hot-exhaust stream surrounding the aircraft is

clearly visible. Also, the effects of ground heating and

aircraft surface heating are visible. The "hot spots" which
are visible on the fore and aft of the aircraft are exhaust

ports, sometimes called "puffers." These "puffers" are
used to maintain aircraft stability.

While the usefulness of infrared imaging as a flow-

visualization tool is being explored, there exists a

concurrent effort to better understand infrared imaging

and modeling of exhaust plumes and gaseous radiation.
Over the past six years joint research at NASA Ames and

the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

(VPI&SU) has been underway to develop a compu-

tational technique which would permit quantitative use of
measured infrared data for validation of advanced CFD

codes (refs. 20--24). This research has concentrated on the

development and validation of an inverse Monte Carlo

radiative analysis technique that accurately generates a

two-dimensional infrared image directly from an existing
three-dimensional CFD solution.

The inverse Monte Carlo ray-trace algorithm was recently

completed by Turk and co-workers (ref. 25). Figure 2
illustrates how the algorithm works. The computer code

traces a ray from the detector of an infrared camera,

through the CFD solution space, to some destination cell.

The location of the destination cell is dependent upon

the initial orientation of the ray, the absorptance of the

destination cell, and the absorptance along the path from



the camera objective to the destination cell. The radiative

contribution of each ray is computed based on the

properties of the path traversed by the ray, and by the
properties of the destination cell. Creating the two-

dimensional infrared image involves tracing a large

number of these rays for each pixel on a virtual two-

dimensional image screen. Increasing the number of

pixels and increasing the number of rays per pixel

increases the accuracy of the predicted image, within the

limits permitted by the resolution the CFD solution.

Development of this technique began with a proof-of-

concept experiment by Hardman (refs. 20 and 21). In

Hardman's experiment, an infrared image of an exhaust

plume issuing from an APU was measured and compared

with an image computed from the experimentally

measured temperature distribution. A gas turbine-driven

APU and an attached flow straightening assembly were

used to create a uniform heated jet. A stepper-motor-

driven combination Kiel and thermocouple probe was

used to measure the pressure and temperature profiles at

regular intervals downstream of the nozzle exit. Although

the thermocouple probe was not corrected for conduction

and an overly simple water-vapor-only band model was
used to convert the measured temperature field into an

infrared image, the experimental and predicted infrared

images compared favorably. The results demonstrated the

concept that infrared images could be generated from

knowledge of the field variables and compared with

experimentally obtained infrared images.

Hardman's experiment and results were successful and

important enough to foster a continued research program
in this area. Also, it was of interest to extend the ray-trace

technique to the area of CFD code validation, particularly

for STOVL applications. The next logical step to real-

izing the goal of predicting infrared images which can bc

compared quantitatively to experimental infrared images

was to improve the water-vapor-only band model used in

Hardman's computer program

Over the past twenty years, considerable research has
been done on infrared band models (retd. 26-30). Several

commercial codes refs. 31 and 32) and a few company

proprietary codes (rcf. 33) are available. Each band model

has its particular advantages; for example, some are best
for high-temperature applications. In concert with the

research objectives described above, Nelson (ref. 22)

describes the selection of a public-domain infrared

gaseous radiation band model which has been tailored for
CFD code validation. In reference 22, Nelson describes

the NASA Band Model, the band model published in

NASA SP-3080, the Handbook of Infrared Radiation

from Combustion Gases (ref. 34), and its improvement by

implementing data tables from the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization (NATO) Infrared Air Target Model

(NIRATAM) (ref. 32). The improved band model

includes the effects of water vapor, carbon dioxide, and

carbon monoxide, the three gases which emit most

strongly in the infrared. The improved band model
provides constituents at a five-wavenumber resolution, a

sufficiently high resolution for most CFD code validation

applications.

The improved infrared band model has been incorporated

into an inverse Monte Carlo ray-trace algorithm. The

algorithm is similar to Hardman's code in that it reduces a
three-dimensional solution field to a two-dimensional

infrared image. However the latest algorithm, recently

completed by Turk (ref. 25), operates directly on a

generalized overset grid topology and CFD solution set.

This means that the Monte Carlo technique, as it has been

coded in the most recent computer program, can be

applied to a variety of CFD solution sets.

A qualitative visual comparison between figures 3 and 4
indicates the most recent results from Turk's inverse

Monte Carlo ray-trace code. Figure 3(a) shows a

photograph of the Boeing 747 Space Shuttle Carrier

Aircraft and figure 3(b) shows an experimental inflight

infrared image of the same Boeing 747. The two red and

white exhaust plumes, shown in figure 3(b), correspond

with the inboard and outboard engines of the aircraft.

Also, the reflected energy can be seen on the underside of

the wing in figure 3(b). Notice that figure 3(b) is a MWB
infrared image; the image is taken over the band of 2.5 to

5.5 lain.

Figure 4 is an infrared image which has been predicted

from an existing CFD solution set about the Boeing 747

in a similar flight condition. A qualitative comparison

between figure 3(b) and figure 4 reveals that the Monte

Carlo algorithm is useful in identifying objects such as
the fuselage, and for locating the size and structure of the

exhaust plumes. The predicted image shown in figure 4 is

a spectral image; the image is predicted at 4.3 p.m. While

a quantitative comparison between a broad-band image,

such as the image shown in figure 3(b), and a spectral

image, such as the image shown in figure 4, is not

possible, the qualitative comparison between the two can

be useful, particularly in identifying areas which may

need improvement in the predicted CFD solution. The
Monte Carlo algorithm and issues pertaining to infrared

image prediction are discussed further in Section 4 and in
reference 25.

1.2 Goal

Before the Monte Carlo algorithm can be used with
confidence to validate a CFD solution, it too must bc



validated.Suchaprocessbeginsbygeneratinga
relativelysimpleCFD-likesolutionfromaknown
temperatureandpressurefield.NexttheMonteCarlo

technique is used to predict an infrared image from the

CFD- like solution. Finally, the predicted infrared image

is compared with an experimentally obtained infrared

image. It is the goal of the research described in this

report to assemble the data base required for such a
comparison.

Creating the CFD-like solution involves overlaying a
known temperature and pressure field onto a CFD-like

grid. The CFD-like grid is necessary because the Monte

Carlo technique has been coded to directly interrogate a
CFD solution. The data set that serves as the source for

the temperature and pressure measurements must also

include corresponding infrared images. The required data

base of known temperature and pressure distributions,

with corresponding infrared images, is not generally
available.

This report describes an experiment which has been
conducted in support of the research efforts described

above. The experiment involves repeating Hardman's

(refs. 20 and 21 ) experiment by conducting a complete

temperature and pressure survey of the flow field exiting

a gas turbine-driven APU. The experiment is unique and
different from Hardman's work in that temperature and

pressure surveys were taken simultaneously with corre-

sponding infrared images. Also, efforts were made to

ensure the accuracy and repeatability of the flow field

surveys. The experiment was conducted in an effort to
provide a data base from which the inverse Monte Carlo

ray-trace technique and a potential CFD solution of this

flow could be validated. Infrared images, temperature and

pressure plots, velocity plots, and meteorological data

from the experiment are given. Finally, infrared images

predicted from these data using the inverse Monte Carlo

ray-trace code are presented and compared to experi-

mentally obtained infrared images.

2. Experiment

An experiment has been conducted in which an exhaust

plume issuing from a modified auxiliary power unit

(APU) has been surveyed. Exhaust flow exiting from both
an axisymmetric and a rectangular nozzle were surveyed;

however, only the axisymmetric data are given in this

report. Temperature and pressure data were obtained
using standard temperature and pressure probe tech-

niques. Infrared images were obtained using a scanning
infrared camera. The APU experiment is described in this
section.

2.1 Background

In June 1989, Robert Hardman, a graduate student in

Mechanical Engineering at VPI&SU, began work at

NASA Ames with funding from NASA's postbacca-

laureate program. One of Hardman's objectives during

his eleven-month stay at NASA Ames was to prove the

concept that infrared images could be predicted from a
known temperature and pressure field. As a result of his

work, which is thoroughly described in his Master of

Science thesis (ref. 20), an APU was converted to provide

an axisymmetric heated exhaust flow. Specifically,
Hardman designed and attached a stainless steel flow

straightening assembly and converging nozzle to the
exhaust port of an APU (described in Sections 2.3.5

and 2.3.6). Hardman surveyed this exhaust flow with a

combination thermocouple and Kiel probe. The results

from this temperature and pressure survey were success-

fully used to predict an infrared image. Hardman

completed his Master's degree in May 1990.

One month after Hardman graduated, Ed Nelson started

graduate school in Mechanical Engineering at VPI&SU.
During the following summer, in June 1991, Nelson

started work at NASA Ames under the same post-
baccalaureate program as Hardman. The focus of

Nelson's work was the development of an infrared band-

model which could be used for computational fluid

dynamic (CFD) code validation applications; this work
is described in his Master of Science thesis (ref. 22).

Nelson's work was motivated by the need to improve

upon the "weak link" in Hardman's infrared image
generation code, the infrared band model.

Before Nelson returned to VPI&SU in January 1992 to
complete his Master's degree, discussions between

VPI&SU and NASA Ames revealed a need to develop a

computer program which could predict infrared images

directly from CFD solutions. Such a computer program
would have applications for CFD code validation as well

as infrared signature prediction tbr Department of

Defense (DOD) applications. The computer program

would be similar in concept to Hardman's code, but

written differently to provide the user with options of

image quality and image accuracy. An agreement was

reached between Dr. J. Robert Mahan, a professor of

Mechanical Engineering at VPI&SU, and Dr. Larry

Birckelbaw, an aerospace engineer and civil servant at
NASA Ames, that a graduate student from VPI&SU

would begin work on this project.

In June 1992, Jeffrey Turk, a graduate student in

Aerospace Engineering at VPI&SU, began work at

NASA Ames. Turk's work focused on the development

of a computer program which could predict infrared

images from CFD solutions. The resulting computer code

4



incorporatesaMonteCarlo-based ray-trace algorithm

which can predict an infrared image directly from a CFD

solution. This computer program is described further in

Section 4 and in reference 25. During the first six months

while Turk worked to develop this computer program, the
need for a data base to validate this algorithm became

apparent.

In January 1993, Nelson returned to NASA Ames with

the objective of creating a data base which could be used
to validate CFD codes, as well as to validate Turk's

program for predicting infrared images. For these

applications it was necessary that such a data base include

a detailed temperature and pressure mapping of a heated

exhaust flow. Corresponding infrared images of the

exhaust flow were also necessary to complete the data

set. By virtue of the accessibility to an infrared imaging

system and the APU previously modified by Hardman,

NASA Ames became the logical choice for an experiment
site.

During the following fourteen months, from January 1993
to March 1994, Nelson worked to complete this data base.

After acquiring the necessary experimental equipment

and the personnel trained to operate that equipment, a

preliminary experiment was conducted. On Thursday and

Friday, May 14 and 15, 1993, Dr. Mahan visited NASA

Ames to participate in the preliminary experiment. Six

experimenters, including Dr. Mahan and Dr. Birckelbaw,
tested the techniques required to conduct such an

experiment.

From the preliminary cxpcriment in May 1993, wc

learned that the outdoor testing should be conducted at

night to avoid the high winds that are common in the
summer afternoons of thc San Francisco Bay Area.

Concerning the acquisition of infrared images, testing at

night offered the advantage of a decrease in background

radiation over daytime testing. Also, we recognized the

importance of leaving our equipment set up for the test;
the assembly of the equipment required approximately
sixteen man-hours of labor. Electrical interference

between the power supply, bugs in the program for data

acquisition, the requirement for a better backdrop for
infrared data, the convenience of measuring atmospheric

conditions, and personnel comfort were all factors that

needed improvement for future tests. Several post-

experiment meetings involving discussions among the

experimenters on how to improve the process resulted in

a much-improved experimental procedure.

During the week of July 12-16, 1993, the APU exhaust

plume issuing from an axisymmetric nozzle was

surveyed. The axisymmetric nozzle is shown as part of
the flow straightening assembly which is described in

Section 2.3.6. During the eight work days between

October 18 and 27, 1993, the APU exhaust plume issuing

from a rectangular nozzle was surveyed. Data from both

APU experiments will be published in NASA Technical
Memorandums (NASA TMs).

The rectangular nozzle data are not described in this

report because of space limitations. One goal of this

report is to show how the measured temperature and

pressure data can be reduced to a CFD-like data file and

subsequently used to predict an infrared image which is

comparable to an experimentally obtained infrared image.

That comparison is available only lot the axisymmetric
data set at this time. While the data from the rectangular

nozzle experiment has been reduced, it has not yet been
converted into a CFD-like data file. Once the CFD-like

file has been created, some lead-time is necessary to de-

bug the infrared image prediction computer program used

to analyze the data file, a potentially time-consuming

task. For these reasons only the axisymmetric data are

presented here.

2.2 Facility

The experiment was conducted at the Outdoor Aero-

dynamic Research Facility (OARF) of the National Full-

Scale Aerodynamics Complex (NFAC) at NASA's Ames
Research Center at Moffctt Field, California. A trailer and

underground control room provided excellent storage for

equipment such as computers and the data acquisition
system. Also, these rooms provided personnel safety and

minimum structure interference during the outdoor test. A

100-ft (30.5-m) square concrete pad provided an excellent

place to conduct the experiment. A weather station was
also located at the facility. Jet engine fuel, electricity,

lighting, and safety equipment such as fire extinguishcrs
and 91 I servicc were also available at the OARF (ref. 35).

2.3 Description of Test Equipment

Figure 5 is a photograph taken during the APU experi-

ment at the OARF. Equipment such as the aluminized

Mylar backdrop, the large and small traverses, the APU,
and combination temperature and pressure probe can bc

seen in the photograph. These items and other test

equipment arc described below.

2.3.1 Large Two-Axis Traverse- A large two-

dimensional traverse, shown in figure 6, was used to

position the probe and to support a smaller three-

dimensional traverse rig. The traverse provided a maxi-

mum horizontal displacement of 40 in. ( 101.6 cm) and a

maximum vertical displacement of 40 in. ( 101.6 cm).
Covering an area of approximately 30 ft 2 (9.14 m 2) and

having a mass of approximately 1200 lb (544 kg), the

large traverse provided a very stable support structure for



othertest equipment such as the smaller traverse and

probe. A few modifications were made to the existing

traverse rig specifically for this experiment. Namely, all

of the wooden components were replaced by aluminum

components, an improvement that was necessary to meet

fire code safety requirements. The vertical and horizontal

position adjustments to the large traverse were made

using a Shaw Engineering motor-controller which is
described in Section 2.3.4.

2.3.2 Small Three-Axis Traverse- A smaller three-

dimensional traverse was "bolted" to the large traverse

described in the preceding section. The smaller traverse

was used to position the combination temperature and
pressure probe within the exhaust stream. This traverse

provided a freedom-of-movement of 18 in. (45.7 cm)

in all three directions. The traverse could position the

probe within the flow with an accuracy of_+0.001 in.
(_+0.025 mm) in all three directions. A Velmex motor-

controller was used to operate the three stepper-motors of

the traverse. Figure 7 is a photograph of the small three-
dimensional traverse. Here, the small traverse is shown

attached to the larger traverse for the experiment. The
small traverse rig and the corresponding motor controller

were on loan for this experiment from the Naval Post-

Graduate School in Monterey, California (ref. 36).

2.3.3 Motor Controller for the Small Traverse-

A Velmex 8300 Series Stepping Motor Controller/Driver

was used to operate the small three-dimensional traverse
(ref. 37). The controller utilized a RS-232C connector that

accepted ASCII characters as input. The baud rate was
switch-selectable between 50 and 9600 BPS. The Velmex

controller was connected to the stepper motors of the

small traverse by three relatively short cables. Because of

the short cables, the controller was positioned on the shelf

of the large two-dimensional traverse alongside the three-

dimensional traverse. A digital display on the face platc

of the controller showed the distance traveled by the

probe from a pre-set home position. The motor controller

could be operated directly from the face plate, or remotely

from the trailer via a computer and cable.

2.3.4 Motor Controller for the Large Traverse-

A Shaw Engineering motor-controller was used to posi-

tion the large two-dimensional traverse rig. The controller

could position the probe with an accuracy of_+O.001 in.

(_+0.025 mm) (ref. 38). A digital display on the face plate

of the controller showed the distance traveled from a pre-

set home position. Unlike the controller for the small

traverse rig, this controllcr could not be operated remotely

from computer. Adjustments to the large traverse were

made at the controller itself', requiring someone to leave

thc test trailer and make traverse adjustments in a noisy

test environment. Also, the motor-controller was designed

to send output to only one motor. Consequently, two such
controllers were required to operate the two-dimensional

traverse rig. However, only one operational controller was

available during APU experiment. If the large traverse

needed to be moved in two directions, the cables leading
from the controller to the motor had to be switched.

2.3.5 Modified Auxiliary Power Unit- An FAA

Category II, Class B Gas Turbine Auxiliary Power Unit

(APU) was utilized to produce the hot free-jet, or plume.
The APU is an Airesearch Model GTCG30-142C

manufactured by Garrett Auxiliary Power Division of the

Allied Signal Aerospace Company (ref. 39). Attached to

the nozzle exit is a flow-turning pipe, a diverging nozzle,

and a flow-straightening assembly, which are described

below. The APU was originally designed as an air-starter

for larger jet engines. Modifications to the APU, namely
the addition of a ten-gallon fuel tank and the flow

straightening assembly, were made by Hardman (refs. 20
and 21). Figure 8 is a photograph of the APU in which the

nozzle assembly and fuel tank can be seen.

The APU requires a continuous source of 28-Vdc power.
This power was supplied by a 480-Vac-to-28-Vdc

rectifier borrowed from the NFAC. Figure 9 is a photo-
graph of the Hobart rectifier (ref. 40). Use of the rectifier,

as opposed to other power-supply options such as a

portable large-aircraft air-starter-system, decreased noise
at the test site and reduced electrical interference to the

data acquisition system.

The APU used JP-4, a jet engine fuel used in practically

all European and U.S. military jets (ref. 41 ). The ten-

gallon fuel tank was replaced, for this experiment, by a

direct fuel line to a large 10,000 gal (37,854 1) tank at the

OARF. Tapping into the large tank permitted the APU to

be operated continuously, an improvement over earlier

tests which offered a substantial time savings during the

APU test. The APU start- and kill-engine switch was

located on an attached instrument panel, along with an

exhaust gas temperature gauge. An occasional visual

inspection of the temperature gauge was required to make

sure the APU did not overheat during continuous
operation.

2.3.6 Flow Straightener- A flow-straightening section
and axisymmetric exhaust nozzle assembly were added

to the APU by Hardman (ref. 20). The straightening-

assembly, shown in figure 10, includes a clamping flange

and 90-deg elbow, a Zanker tube bank, an eddy-removal

screen, and an axisymmetric nozzle. The assembly is

constructed entirely from 20 gauge (0.035 in.) 304

stainless steel. An adjustable flow collar, designed to

alleviate the additional back-pressure induced by the

assembly, is installed immediately downstream of the

90-deg ell'_w. No problems, such as engine stalls due



to the added back-pressure from the assembly were
encountered. For this reason the flow collar remained

completely closed for all APU tests.

The Zanker tube bank, shown in figure 11, is positioned

downstream of the 90-deg elbow and adjustable flow

collar. The tube bank helps to straighten the exhaust

flow (ref. 42). An eddy-removal screen positioned

downstream of the tube bank serves to eliminate large-

scale eddies. The stainless steel mesh has 450 wires per
inch (177 wires/cm) in each direction of the screen. The

design and fabrication of the straightener is discussed

fully by Hardman (ref. 20).

2.3.7 Combination Kiel and Thermoeouple Probe--

A combination Kiel and thermocouple probe, shown in

figure 12, was used to measure the total pressure and total

temperature of the exhaust stream exiting the APU. The
probe is 12.8 in. (32.5 cm) long and has a diameter of

0.188 in. (0.478 cm). The length and diameter of the

probe were selected to provide adequate stiffness.

Because of drag forces, stiffness was an important

concern when attempting to maintain the probe's position

in the flow; it was desired to keep the jet from deflecting
the probe. A large aluminum brace was added to the base

of the probe to increase its stiffness for this reason.

The Kiel probe was manufactured by the United Sensor
Division of the United Electric Controls Co.; this

company has since changed its name to the United
Electric Controls Co., Flow Sensor Products Division

(ref. 43). The yaw and pitch angles, defined in figure 13,

of the flow entering the type-KA Kiel probe could vary

up to _+50 deg without error in the total pressure reading.

A true total pressure is indicated up to a Mach number of

1.0. Also, the probe is insensitive to Reynolds number

except at extremely low velocities; the limiting velocity is
approximately 4.0 ft/s. Errors introduced by turbulence

are negligible, except for severe turbulence which may

decrease slightly the acceptable range of the yaw and

pitch angles (ref. 43). The type-KA Kiel probe was

selected tbr the range of velocities encountered during the

APU experiment. It is estimated that the yaw and pitch

angles did not exceed 5 deg over the duration of the test.

The type-K, ChromeI-Alumel, thermocouple is located

0.155 in. (3.96 mm) from the Kiel probe head. A second

type-K thermocouple was used to monitor the ambient air
temperature. Both thermocouples were connected to a

signal conditioning unit, discussed in Section 2.3.10,

which housed the thermocouple m_uJes.

2.3.8 Thermoeouple Calibration Unit- Calibration of

the thennocouples was conducted using an Omega Hand-
Held Calibration Unit, Model CL23-JKT Calibrator

(ref. 44). The Calibration Unit checked the accuracy of

the thermocouple by comparing the output voltage from

the thermocouple to a reference voltage. The Calibration

Unit provided an accuracy of 0. I percent of the recorded

temperature plus I °F. For example, if the recorded
temperature was 800 °F, that measurement would be
accurate to 1.8 °F.

2.3.9 Kiel Probe Calibration Unit- A pressure

calibration unit (PCU) was used periodically during the
experiment to test the response of the Kiel probe. The

PCU was a DPI-605 manufactured by Druck Inc.

(ref. 45). The unit was quoted as having an accuracy of

0.05 percent of full scale (30 psid max.), which implies

accuracies of 0.015 psid. The unit was attached to the

pressure lines with Swage fittings. A pressure-relief valve

on the PCU was opened to "zero" the pressure reading.

Next, the relief valve was closed and a pressure was
applied. The pressures measured by the PCU and the

pressure measured by the computer system were
recorded. After a number of points, these values were

compared. The process was repeated for each transducer.

The PCU itself was calibrated just one week prior to the
test.

2.3.10 Signal Conditioning Unit- A signal conditioning

box (SCU), shown in figure 14, was constructed to house

a series of analog signal conditioning modules. In the

photograph of figure 14, the top cover of the SCU has
been removed to show the linear and nonlinear

thermocouple modules. These modules, Models 5B47,

were manufactured by the National Instruments Co.
(ref. 45). The modules have excellent noise resistance

and amplification for millivolt sources. For the APU

experiment, only the linear modules were used; these

modules provided consistent treatment of the signal

arriving from the therrnocouples, unlike the nonlinear

modules which were tried and gave erroneous and

inconsistent results. The low-level input signal, in the

millivolt range, arriving from the thermocoup[es was

amplified to between 0 and +5 Vdc. The amplified

vottage directly corresponds to a temperature between
0 and 500 °C. The modules were fully encapsulated and

required no field adjustments.

2.3,11 Data Acquisition System- A Macintosh computer

equipped with a National Instruments data acquisition

board comprised the bulk of the data acquisition system

used during the APU experiment. The acquisition board

was a NB-M10 series board which featured an analog
sampling rate of up to 100 KHz, 12-bit resolution, and

16 digital Input/Output channels (ref. 46). LabVIEW ®, an

icon-based programming software tool was also installed

onto the hard drive of the Macintosh computer to inter-
face between the computer and the data acquisition
board. Figure 15 is a ['low chart of the LabVIEW ® data



acquisitionandanalysisroutineasit wascodedforthe
APUexperiment.Fromthemainroutine,theexperi-
mentercouldtakedynamicdata,establishprobezero
position,andadjustthetraverse;otherfunctionsarelisted
infigure15.Anexperimentercouldmovethetraverse,
monitorchannelsinverynearrealtimebyobserving
histogramsandx-yplots,graphicallyobservetheprobe
positioninrelationtothenozzle,andselectnozzletype
(circularorrectangular),all fromthemainmenuofthe
LabVIEW®softwareprogram.

2.3.12 On-the-Fly Plotting of Data- A personal

computer (PC) was used to plot data on-the-fly during
the APU experiment. Data were entered into a common

spreadsheet program, Microsoft's Excel ® (ref. 47) as they

were obtained. A back-up copy of the data was created by

virtue of manually entering the measured temperature and

pressure results. The primary data collection was com-

pleted by the LabVIEW ® data acquisition system. In

addition to the spreadsheet itself, a current temperature

plot and current pressure plot were each displayed on the

PC monitor. Both the temperature and the pressure data

plots were instantly updated upon data entry. By
graphically visualizing the data as they were recorded,

the experimenters gained additional insight into the

validity of that data. For example, if the temperature and

pressure decreased when it obviously should have

increased, the experimenters would be alerted to check

the probe's position.

2.3.13 Weather Station- Figure 16 is a photograph of
the OARF's weather station. The weather station, located

approximately 150-ft (45.7-m) from the test site, provided

continuous data such as ambient temperature, relative

humidity, wind speed, and wind direction. Two three-cup
anemometers and an aerovane can be seen mounted on

the weather station tower in figure 16. The aerovane can

measure both wind speed and wind direction; a three-

blade propeller rotates at a rate proportional to the wind

speed while the streamlined shape and vertical fin keep

the blades facing into the wind (ref. 48). The digitally
displayed results from the weather station were available
in the OARF bunker. The ambient weather conditions

were manually recorded at regular 30-min intervals.

2.3.14 Agema Infrared Imaging System- An Agema
Thermovision ® Dual 880 Infrared Imaging System,

shown in figure 17, was utilized to obtain infrared images
of the APU exhaust plume. The imaging system employs

two scanning infrared cameras that are similar in size to a

hand-held video camcorder. The system is equipped with

a data acquisition system, similar in size to a PC, and a

color monitor and keyboard. Two sets of lenses are

available for the infrared cameras; 20-deg lenses and

7-deg Icnses provide a choice of field-of-view. Thc

system operates on less than 400 W of I IO-Vac power.

The system is fully portable. The imaging system's tripod

is equipped with a fluid-filled rotating head to minimize
jerky movement while scanning.

The imaging system offers a variety of scanner modes;

however, for the APU experiment the infrared cameras

produced 25 images per second with 140 × 70 pixels per
image. Each pixel of data is recorded with a full twelve-

bit dynamic range. The infrared detector for the first

camera is sensitive in the 2.5- to 5.5-I.tm wavelength

band, which is referred to as the mid-waveband (MWB).
The detector for the second infrared camera is sensitive

from 4 to 13 I.tm; however, it is predominately sensitive

from 7 to 12 t,tm, which is referred to as the Iong-

waveband (LWB). Figure 18(a) shows the spectral
response function of the MWB infrared camera, and

figure 18(b) shows the response of the MWB camera

when a narrow-band filter has been added to reduce the

spectral bandwidth. Figure 19 shows the spectral response
of the LWB infrared camera.

Each infrared camera employs a single cryogenically
cooled detector element. The infrared detectors are

constructed of indium antimonide (InAs) Ior the MWB

camera, and mercury-cadmium-telludde (MCT) for the
LWB camera. InAs and MCT are common infrared

detector materials (ref. 49). The MWB detector provides
a source temperature sensitivity of 0. I °C at 30.0 °C,

while the LWB detector provides a sensitivity of 0.05 °C

at 30.0 °C. Both scanners have an accuracy of +2 percent.

To keep these detectors cooled during continuous

operation, liquid nitrogen (LN2) must be added to thc

cameras on an hourly basis.

The Agema system generates a multi-pixel infrared image

by scanning a scene and digitally recording the infrared

data to a hard disk (ref. 17). Up to 8 min of continuous

MWB and LWB infrared data may be recorded on the

750 Mbyte internal hard disk. A I/4-in. tape drive

provides a medium for secondary storage. Infrared
radiation arriving from the scene is received at the

detector element through a rotating-mirror assembly. An

internal calibration is set on each scan line by sweeping

over a LN2-cooled blackbody surface inside the camera.

Measurement accuracy of the instrument is maintained by

constantly monitoring internal temperature sensors, which

compensate lor detector-response drift by adjusting the
gain.

The color monitor provides a windows-based tool for

displaying live or recorded images. Post-processing

analysis tools such as spotmeters, isothermal lines, and

image subtraction are available with the software required

to run the system. Various functions provide a means of

manipulating thc images, i.e., adjustments to level and



range,sothattheoperatorcanenhancecertainfeaturesof
theflowinthedisplayedimage.

2.3.15MylarBackdrop-Acoldanduniformback-
groundsceneinaninfraredimage,suchasthosetakenof
theAPUplume,canincreasethequalityoftheimage.For
example,acoldoranapparentlycoldbackgroundwill
increasethecontrastbetweenthehotexhaustplumeand
thebackground.It isagoalthatthelowinfraredemission
ofthebackgroundwillnot"wash-out,"inthemeasured
image,thesmall-scalestructuresoftheexhaustplume,
particularlythosestructuresthatexistneartheshearlayer
createdbytheexhaustplumeandthesurroundingair.
Coldanduniformbackgroundscanbecreatedinavariety
ofways.A water-cooledbackdropiscommon.Typically
anti-freezeisaddedtothewater,andthewateris
refrigeratedtomaintaintemperaturesbelowfreezing.
However,oneproblemwithwater-cooledbackdropsis
condensation,whichtendstoformonthelaceofthe
backdropwhentherelativelywarmandmoistambientair
comesintocontactwiththecoldface.Condensationin
theformof waterdropletscandestroytheuniformityof
thebackdrop.Also,water-cooledbackdropstypically
includeapump,aheatexchanger,andawaterreservoir,
allofwhichcomplicatetransportationandportability.

A reflectivebackdrop,showninfigure20,was
constructedfortheAPUexperiment.Inthevisible
spectrumaswellasin theinfrared,thereflectiveback-
dropworkslikeamirror,reflectingthecoldskydirectly
abovethetestsitetothethermographicimagingsystem.
Thebackdropisrelativelylight-weightandit isportablc;
itcanbeeasilymovedbytwopeople.Thereflective
materialisaluminizedMylar,whichisavailableat
generalhardwarestoressuchasTapPlasticsinMountain
View,California(ref.50).Mylar,atrademarkofDuPont
Corporation,isathermoplasticfilm;aluminizedMylar
hasathinfilmof aluminumononesurfaceofaMylar
sheet(ref.51).Thematerialisverythin,approximately
0.003in.(0.076mm)thick.Tightlystretchingthe
aluminized-Mylaroverawoodenframecreatedaflat
surfacc.Suchaflatsurface,tiltedatanangleof45deg,
isnecessarytoensurethatonlytheskyabovethetestsite
isviewed.Evensmallripplesin thismirror-likesurface
werctobcavoidedbecausetheywouldreflectother
scenesaboutthetestsite,includingthehotnozzle.
Reflectingonlyalimitedportionoftheskywasnecessary
tomaintainaunitormbackground.

Thcbackdropwaspositionedata45-deganglewiththe
groundplanetotoptimalreflectionoftheskydirectly
abovethetestsitc.IntheMWB,theapparenttemperature
ofthebackdropwasapproximately55°Ff12.8°C)andin
theLWBtheapparenttemperaturewas-7 °F(-21.7°C).
EspeciallyintheLWBcase,theapparcnttemperaturewas

lower,orbetter,thancouldbeachievedbyacomparable
water-cooledsystem.Infraredimagesandfurtherdetailed
resultsofthereflective-backdroparegiveninSection3.

2.3.16MidacSystem-A Midacspectrometer,utilizinga
plane-mirrorMichelson-typeinterferometer,wasused
onenightduringtheaxisymmetricAPUexperimentto
gatherspectraldataontheAPUexhaustplume.The
spectrometerissensitivefrom2.5to16lainandhasa
resolutionof0.5cm-I .Thesystemwasusedincon-
junctionwithaninfraredsourceandalaptopPCequipped
withspectralanalysissoftware(ref.52).

AninformalagreementbetweenNASAAmcsResearch
CenterandtheLawrenceLivermoreNationalLaboratory
(LLNL)inLivermore,California,arrangedtorCharles
BennettofLLNLtovisitNASAAmes for the purpose

of obtaining spectral data on the APU exhaust plumc
(ref. 52). Bennett and experimenters at both NASA Ames

and LLNL were optimistic that data collected from the

spectrometer would be useful in identifying concentra-
tions of exhaust plume constituents such as carbon

dioxide and water vapor. With this objective in mind,
Charles Bennett of LLNL visited Ames Research Center

during the APU preliminary experiment in May 1994, to

get a "feel" for the experiment. During the July 1994 test,

Bennett returned to Ames with the spectrometer to gather

similar spectrometer data. Although results from the

Midac spectrometer were inconclusive, a discussion of

these results is given in Section 3.

2.4 Experimental Procedures

A typical night of experimentation would begin around

I I:00 p.m. and end the following morning around

8:30 a.m. The routine followed by the researchers during

the 9.5-hr period was the same throughout each session.
An outline of a typical test session is provided here to

give the reader greater insight into how the test was
conducted and how the data were obtained. For the

axisymmetric plume survey, only four researchers were

available to do the jobs described below. With only a

few exceptions, which are explained below, the work load

of completing these tasks was equally shared among the
four workers.

2.4.1 Open Gates to the OARF- The gates to the OARF

were opened around I I:00 p.m. After the previous testing
session, the gate to the facility was locked to discourage

passers-by from interfering with equipment which

remained set up for the duration of the test.

2,4.2 Open Trailer and OARF Bunker- Next, the

trailer and OARF bunker were unlocked and the spot-

lights were turned on. The OARF has a large underground

support bunker which is used during larger tests; the



hunker was constructed underground so that no structural

interference would occur between the building and any

above-ground test. This facility is heated and is equipped

with a microwave oven and a rest room. Also, the digital
readout of data from the weather station is available in

this bunker. Two large mercury spotlights are powered

from this room; the spotlights served to adequately light

the test rig.

2.4.3 Uncover Test Equipment- After the mercury

spotlights were illuminated, the canvas and plastic

tarpaulins were removed from the traverse rigs and other

equipment located outdoors. The tarpaulins were used to

cover equipment such as the traverse rigs, the power

rectifier, and the motors and motor controllers to protect
these items from rain and dust.

2,4.4 Set Up the Aluminized Mylar Backdrop- The

next task required two people to attach the aluminized
Mylar sheet to the backdrop structure. The aluminized

Mylar sheet is very thin and consequently cannot

withstand the heavy breezes which blow during the

afternoons between test periods. For this reason, after

cach morning of testing the Mylar was removed from the

support structure. In order for the Mylar to reflect the cold

sky as well as possible, it was necessary to tightly stretch

the Mylar over the backdrop support to remove any

wrinkles. The Mylar was held in place by duct tape which

was spaced at regular intervals along the perimeter of the

backdrop; one person would stretch and a second person

would secure the Mylar to the backdrop with tape.

Because the infrared emission from the duct tape was
much greater than the radiation reflected from the

backdrop, the duct tape, placed on top of the Mylar,

provided a sharp contrast in the infrared. Consequently,

the regular spacing of the duct tape provided a method for

scaling the plume in the infrared image; the known and

regular spacing of the duct tape resembles the markings

on a ruler against the Mylar backdrop in the infrared

images. This process of attaching the Mylar to the

backdrop structure required at least twenty minutes.

2.4.5 Attach Probe to the Three-Dimensional

Traverse- The next step involved attaching the

combination temperature and pressure probe to the

mounting block on the small three-dimensional traverse.

The combination probe is a delicate and expensive

transducer and was consequently treated with great care.

The probe is mounted to a large aluminum block, which

in turn is mounted to the small traverse. Two tightening

screws secure the rear one-third of the probe to the

aluminum block. The large aluminum block adds rigidity

to the probe, helping the probe hold its position within the

quasi-steady flow. Once the probe had been securely

fastened to the aluminum block, the type-K thermocouple

wire and pressure tube leading from the probe were

connected to the wire and tube leading to the SCU. At

this time a second probe was attached to the large traverse
rig to measure ambient conditions.

2.4.6 Reattach Motor-Controllers- Next, the motor

controller power cables were reattached and the con-

trollers were turned on. The power cords were removed

daily from the motor controllers in an effort to avoid

accidents. A digital display on the face of the controller

confirmed successful power-up self-test diagnostics.

2.4.7 Set Up the Infrared Imaging System- Each night

the same person was responsible for setting up the

infrared imaging system. These responsibilities included

assembling the camera system, attaching the appropriate

cables and lenses, obtaining the liquid nitrogen and

attaching the cameras to the sturdy tripod. It was impor-

tant that the subtleties of camera location and height did

not vary from night to night. For this reason, duct tape

was pasted on the concrete pad to mark the exact position

of the legs of the tripod. A level on the head of the tripod
was also used to establish camera position.

It was anticipated that by using the same operator to do

these jobs, the job would be done consistently from night
to night. This is especially true when taking data. When to
take data, the duration of a data run, and the selection of

lenses are each important operator decisions. By main-

taining a consistent procedure throughout the test, the best

possible data set was obtained. Also, post-processing was
made easier by consistent data filename selection. Once

the equipment had been set up, liquid nitrogen was added

to the dewars in each of the cameras. After allowing a few

minutes for the infrared detectors to cool, the system was

turned on. By comparing the infrared scene created by the

cameras to a scene taken from a previous night, final
position adjustments were made to the camera to ensure

consistent results from one testing session to the next.

Finally, the experimenter would check the available spacc

on the hard disk of the Agema system to make sure that

sufficient data storage space was available for the

evening's scheduled tests.

2.4.8 Power-up Computer Systems- An experimenter

would turn on the power to the PC and Macintosh

systems in the trailer. Successful boot-up of Microsoft
Excel ® and the National Instruments LabVIEW ®

software was verified.

2.4.9 Take Weather Data- At this point, thc

experimenters would begin taking weather data on the
hall-hour. The digitally displayed weather data such as

wind-speed, wind-direction, ambient temperature, and
relative humidity were available in the OARF bunker. An

experimenter would walk into the bunker every half-hour
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andrecordthedisplayedvaluesonapadofpaper.The
firstdatapointwasusuallytakenaround11:30p.m.,and
thelastpointtakenaround7:30a.m.
2.4.10Pre-Experiment Test Meeting- A pre-experiment

test meeting was held each night to discuss the schedule

of events. Personnel safety information as well as

experiment objectives were reviewed. Results from the

previous day's testing were shown and posted on a cork
board inside of the trailer.

2.4.11 Check-Out of Data Acquisition System-

Because of its important function, a thorough check of
the Macintosh computer system and LabVIEW ® data

acquisition system was performed each night before

testing began. One key item on the checklist was the
verification that adequate data storage space was available

on the removable hard disks that served as the primary

data storage medium. On one particular night during the
axisymmetric test, several hours of data were lost because

we were writing to a full disk and had not programmed
LabVIEW ® to warn us of this error. Luckily, the average

temperature and pressure data points were saved because
of the manual data entry into the Excel ® spreadsheet.

Another important detail not to be overlooked was probe

positioning. Occasionally, the probe would erroneously
not move when it should have moved. For this reason, a

complete checkout of the LabVIEW ® system involved a

visual inspection of the probe's position.

2.4.12 Turn On Fuel Pumps- A long fuel hose,

approximately 100-ft (30.5-m) long, delivered fuel from a
large, 10,000-gal (37,854 I) underground fuel tank to the

APU. An experimenter would turn on the fuel pump at

the pumping station and leave the fuel valve and pump

switch accessible as a precautionary measure. Visual

inspection of an in-line fuel pressure gauge was required
to make certain that the line gage pressure of 12 Ibf/in 2.

(82.7 kPa) remained constant throughout the experiment.

2,4,13 Turn On 28-Vdc Power Rectifier- A 480-Vac-

to-28-Vdc power rectifier was used to convert the OARF
480-Vac electric service to the 28 Vdc power required to

operate the APU. The alternative power source, a stand-

alone 28-Vdc power supply, was extremely noisy

(= 120 dB); the rectifier provided a relatively quiet

alternative to this option. A 28-Vdc power source was

required to run the fuel pump on the APU. For this
reason, the rectifier was turned on belore the APU was
started.

2.4.14 Warm-up of APU- Next, an operator would start
the APU and allow it to warm up. A visual inspection of

the revolutions-per-minute (RPM) gauge and the exhaust-

gas temperature (EGT) gauge was required to make
certain the APU started correctly. A kill-engine switch,

located near the RPM and EGT gauges, was actuated

in the event the APU did not start correctly. Bad starts

were sometimes caused by pockets of air in the fuel line.

After the APU had "warmed-up," approximately fifteen

minutes after start, the APU was turned off. At this point

a relatively stable operating condition had been estab-
lished. Also, the stainless steel exhaust nozzle and flow

straightening assembly had heated to an equilibrium

temperature and consequently expanded.

2.4.15 Level and Straighten Exhaust Nozzle-The level

of the traverse was rechecked and if necessary, the

exhaust nozzle of the APU was leveled and straightened.

The level of the traverse rig was checked; it usually did

not require adjustment after the initial leveling. Also, the

level of the exhaust nozzle was checked. The straightness

of the nozzle was checked using a plumb, which was

hung from the probe and traverse rig. Making sure the

nozzle was straight and level, as well as assuring that the

probe traversed level and straight, was an important issue

in successfully surveying the plume.

2.4.16 Establish Probe "Home" Position- After the

level of the traverse rig and exhaust nozzle had been set,

the probe was positioned at a "home" position. The

position was measured near the exhaust nozzle exit. If the

probe was positioned near this exit before the nozzle had

expanded, the probe could be damaged by expansion of

the nozzle. The "home" position was verified by visual

inspection using a steel ruler.

2.4.17 Re-Start APU and Allow for "Warm-Up"-

Next, the APU was restarted and thermal equilibrium

attained. By viewing the on-line probe temperature

reading, at this point centered at the exhaust exit, the

experimenter could tell when a steady temperature had
been obtained. Once the steady temperature was reached,

five minutes elapsed before any data were recorded. The

five minutes allowed for further nozzle expansion. At this

point the APU was left running until some event
warranted its shut down.

2.4.18 Take Data Point "Home" Position- The first data

point recorded during a testing period usually occurred at
the "home" position. This event served as a final check of

successful system operation and gave the experimenters
an indication of how the APU was running tbr that

session. Depending upon the ambient temperature, the

temperature at the "home" condition could vary as much
as 20 °F (11 K) from session to session.

2.4.19 Take Infrared Data of the APU Exhaust Plume-

Although one entire shift was dedicated to taking infrared

data of the APU exhaust plume, additional infrared data

were taken throughout the APU test. These data included,

for example, images of the backdrop, start-up and
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shut-downimages,andimagestakenwithandwithoutthe
probeintheflow.

2.4.20BeginTakingData-Beginningwiththefirst
measureddatapoint,theexperimentwasunderway.The
interactionbetweentheLabVIEW®operatorandthe
Excel®operatorplayedanimportantroleinthedata
acquisitionprocess.Tobegin,thedatapointstobe
obtainedduringthenightsworkwerelistedontheExcel®
spreadsheet.Onecolumnofthatspreadsheetlistedthe
axismovementsrequiredtoreachthenextdatapoint.
Forexample,thatcolumnmayhavereadmove+0.25in.
(+0.635cm)inthex-direction.TheExcel®operator
wouldannouncethistraversemovementtothe
LabVIEW®operator,whointurnwouldclickthe
appropriateiconontheterminaloftheMacintoshto
movetheprobetothatposition.Afterafewseconds,an
audibletonewouldalertbothoperatorstothefactthatthe
probewasonposition.Thecurrentx-y-zpositionwas
displayedontheLabVIEW®screensothattheExcel®
operatorcoulddouble-checktheprobepositionwiththe
positionlistedonthespreadsheet.

Next,theLabVIEW®operatorwouldwatchthedisplayed
averagetemperature.Whenthattemperaturehad
stabilized,i.e.,whenit wasnolongerincreasingif going
intotheplume,orvice-versaforexitingtheplume,thenit
wastimetotakedata.TheLabVIEW®operatorwould
clickthe"takedata"iconatthistime.Onehundred
consecutivetemperatureandpressuremeasurementswere
thenwrittentoaremovableharddisk.Theaverage
temperatureandpressuremeasurementsweredisplayed
ontheMacintoshterminal,wheretheaveragevaluewas
computedusingtheonehundredmeasuredvalues.
Extraneousdatawereremovedbyclippingthosedata
thatfelloutsideatwo-standard-deviationwindow.The
LabVIEW®operatorwouldthenannouncethoseaverage
valuestotheExcel®operator,whowouldinturnenter
thosevaluesintothespreadsheet.Next,theExcel®
operator would announce the subsequent traverse move-

ment. This process was repeated until the experiment was

stopped for some reason.

2.4.21 Visual Inspection of the Probe Position-

Because no feedback was available on the position of the

moving probe, a periodic visual inspection of the probe

position was required. Two windows in the trailer gave

the experimenters seated at the computers a view of the

probe. However, it was generally required to look at the

probe from close range to verify that it was correctly

positioned.

2.4.22 Save Data Regularly- Because the standard
timed-backup routine for the Excel ® spreadsheet saved

data too infrequently to satisfy the test crew, the experi-

menters frequently reminded each other to save data.

Enough data was collected and entered into the spread-

sheet between the standard timed-backups to assure that

experimenters eagerly took a more active role in saving

the data. Data were saved to a variety of filenames as an
added precaution.

2.4.23 Turn Offthe APU- When the final data point had

been recorded, the APU was shut down. During a testing
session, the APU was sometimes shut down for various

reasons that included, but were not limited to, problems

such as incorrect probe positioning, insufficient data

storage space, high winds, or problems with the data

acquisition system. Otherwise, the APU was left on until

the end of the testing session.

2.4.24 Record Position of the Test Equipment- In an

effort to ensure the repeatability of the experiment from

one testing session to the next, daily measurements of the

equipment position were made. For example, the position

of the APU, the backdrop, the camera system and the

traverse were all verified by using a tape measure.

Photographs taken during the experiment also helped to
document equipment position.

2.4.25 Turn Off the 28-Vdc Power Rectifier- After the

APU had been shut down, the 28-Vdc power rectifier was

turned off by actuating the appropriate switch on the

instrument panel. The relatively hot rectifier had to cool

down before it could be covered with a tarpaulin. The
power cable leading from the rectifier to the APU was

rolled up and safely stored on a rack on the side of the

rectifier. The power cable leading from the rectifier to the

480-Vat power source was likewise stored in a rack on
the side of the rectifier.

2.4.26 Secure the Fuel Pumping Station- After each

testing session, the fuel pump power was turned off at the

fuel pumping station. Next, the cover was returned to the

fuel pit area which leads to the flow valves and fuel

pump. This cover was removed during pump operation to

give safety personnel easy access to the fuel pit area in the

event of an accident. Finally, the fuel pump power switch

was secured by locking the face-plate leading to the
switch.

2.4.27 Dismantle the Aluminized Mylar Backdrop--

The thin aluminized Mylar sheet was removed from the

backdrop and stored in the trailer after each testing

session. Care was taken to roll up the Mylar sheet only

when the sheet was completely dry. Moisture, caused by

an infrequent morning dew, would cause the Mylar to

stick to itself when the sheet was rolled up, creating the

possibility that the aluminum would separate from the

Mylar when the sheet was unrolled. The duct tape used to

secure the Mylar to the frame was carefully removed to

prevent the sheet from tearing. The aluminum removed
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by the duct tape posed no threat to the function of the

backdrop because the duck tape was fastened to the Mylar

only on the edges of the Mylar sheet. The large wooden

backdrop frame was set on its side to prevent accidental

damage to the frame caused by the strong winds that New

during the afternoons between tests.

2.4.28 Store the Infrared Imaging System- The

infrared imaging system is an extremely delicate and

expensive instrument. One cost estimate for replacing the

system exceeds 200,000 U.S. dollars (ref. 54). For this

reason, after each testing session the system was carefully

repackaged and stored in a different building.

2.4.29 Make Back-Up Copies of Survey Data- The

complete temperature and pressure data sets were saved

on several removable optical diskettes. The average

temperature and pressure data set was saved onto the hard

drive of the PC. Back-up copies of this reduced data were

made after each testing session by copying those files to a

diskette. The diskettes were stored at a different location

between tests. After the back-up copies were made, the

computers were turned off'. The keyboards to the

computers were removed and stored in a different

building for added security.

2.4.30 Secure OARF Bunker- The underground control

room at the OARF was tidied and secured. The mercury

spotlights were turned off. The last weather data were

recorded and the weather conditions for the session were

cataloged.

2.4.31 Secure the Facility for Subsequent Tests- The

final wrap-up of events began by securing loose items in

the trailer. The test equipment on the concrete pad was

covered by replacing the plastic and canvas tarpaulins.

Duct tape and nylon ropes were used to secure the

tarpaulins. Around 8:30 a.m., the personnel would depart

the OARF. The gate to the OARF was locked at this time.

3. Results

This section presents the results from the axisymmetric

APU exhaust plume survey. Temperature and pressure

plots, weather data, infrared data, and spectrometer data

are shown and discussed.

3.1 Choice of the Coordinate System

A right-handed Cartesian coordinate system was selected

for describing the APU exhaust plume. The x,y-axis plane

is parallel with the exit plane of the exhaust nozzle. The

positive z-axis begins at the exit plane of the nozzle and

proceeds downstream along the centerline of the exhaust

flow. Figure 21 shows the coordinate system in relation to

the axisymmetric nozzle.

3.2 Summary of Temperature and Pressure Data

Taken

Recall that two experiments were conducted (see

Section 2.1 ) in which the flow exiting the axisymmetric

nozzle was surveyed. The first experiment was a pre-

liminary experiment conducted in May 1993, and the

second experiment was a dedicated axisymmetric nozzle

survey conducted in July 1993. Table I summarizes the

data obtained during the preliminary experiment and

tables 2 and 3 summarize the data obtained during the

dedicated test. Notice from these tables that several

repeatability runs were conducted to establish confidence

in the measured data.

3.3 Uncertainty of Temperature Measurements

The temperature of the APU exhaust plume was measured

using the combination temperature and pressure probe

described in Section 2.3.7. The temperature probe was a

type-K thermocouple, made of Chromel-Alumel. Thc

probe was calibrated using the Omega Hand-Held

Calibration Unit, Modcl CL23-JKT Calibrator (ref. 44),

which is described in Section 2.3.8. The calibration unit

provided an accuracy of 0. I percent of the recorded

temperature plus 1 °F. The thermocouple was calibrated

one week prior to both the preliminary expcriment in May

and the dedicated APU experiment in July.

3.4 Uncertainty of Pressure Measurements

The pressure transducer portion of the combination

temperature and pressure probe is also described in

Section 2.3.7. The Kiel probe calibration unit is discussed

in Section 2.3.9. The calibration unit provided an

accuracy of 0.05 percent of full scale (30 psid max.),

which implies accuracies of 0.015 psid. Table 4 lists a

comparison between the pressures entered into the

calibration unit and the correslxmding pressures indicated

by the Kiel probe. The percent difference between the

pressure indicated by the Kiel probe and the pressure

maintained by the calibration unit is listed in the third

column of the table. The majority of the values listed in

the third column show agreement within _+0.5 percent. In

addition, it should be reported that maintaining a stable

pressure on the calibration unit proved to be a fairly

difficult task; the pressure would fluctuate between

_+0.002 psid. This value is, however, within the implied
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accuracy of 0.015 psid. The calibration unit itself was

calibrated just prior to these measurements.

3.5 Data Clipping and Data Averaging

As mentioned in Section 2.3. I I, the Labview ® data

acquisition system played a key role in the experiment.

When the experimenters obtained a data point, one

hundred essentially-instantaneous temperature and

pressure measurements were recorded. These data were

reduced to a single average temperature and average

pressure value. The average temperature and pressure

values were computed by averaging those data that fell
within a two-standard-deviation, 2-o, window. The

standard deviation, o, of the numbers was computed
using the formula

n'_", x 2 - 2

0

= n2 (I)

In equation 1, n is the number of data points and x is

either the temperature or pressure. Once ff was computed,
those data that fell outside of a 2-o window were dis-

carded. The process of removing extraneous data in this

fashion is standard practice among experimental scientists

at NASA Ames (ref. 36). The average temperature or

pressure value, 2, was computed by averaging the

remaining data by

Zx
.7 - * (2)

tl

where n* is the number of remaining data points.

An illustration of the clipping process is shown in

figure 22. Here, data falling above 745.2 °F or below

742.9 °F have been "clipped" or removed. The variance

of these data, temperature or pressure, is a consequence of

taking measurements on a dynamic system. Although the

flow was straightened and the system was relatively

stable, it is reasonable to expect some fluctuation in the

temperature and pressure values. This phenomenon was

also observed in the infrared data and is explained further
in Section 3.10.1.

3.6 Probe Heating Study

A simple experiment was conducted to investigate the

effect of probe heating, i.e., to determine the effect, if

any, the heating of the probe by the exhaust stream had on

the measured temperature and pressure data. For this test,

the probe was caused to traverse the flow by inserting the

probe into the flow from the ambient air to the centerline

of the exhaust stream. Temperature and pressure

measurements were obtained at regular intervals during
the traverse. After reaching the center of the flow, the

probe was traversed backwards along the insertion line,

i.e., the probe was traversed from the center of the flow to

the ambient air. Temperature and pressure measurements

were made at the same locations along the traverse line. A
comparison of the data between the two traverses should

reveal the effect heating of the probe by the exhaust

stream would have on the measured data. For example,
for the same spatial position in the exhaust stream, the

probe would likely yield a cooler temperature on the

entering traverse than on the exiting traverse due to

heating of the probe by the exhaust stream.

Figure 23 shows the results from this experiment obtained

during the rectangular nozzle case (no such study was

conducted for the axisymmetric case). The rectangular

nozzle is different from the axisymmetric nozzle in that

less of the probe length is heated by the flow. However,

an approximately ten percent warmer centerline tempera-

ture present in the rectangular nozzle should exaggerate
the effects of heating. Figure 23(a) shows the measured

temperature data during the entering and exiting traverses,
while figure 23(b) shows the measured pressure data. The

data obtained during the entering and exiting sweeps

agree remarkably well. The favorable comparison

between these data gives us confidence that the data

sampling rate was sufficiently slow enough to allow the

probe to properly cool on the exiting traverse.

3.7 Temperature and Pressure Data

The results from the temperature and pressure

measurements are shown in figures 24-35. Figure 24
shows results at the exit plane, figure 25 shows results at

one-half diameter, and figures 26-35 show results from

one to ten diameters downstream at regular one diameter
intervals. Where applicable, data from the preliminary

experiment are shown. In general, the y- or x-axis

location is shown on the horizontal axis of each graph,

and the temperature or pressure is shown on the vertical

axis. Each figure is a summary of all average temperature

and pressure measurements obtained at a particular z-axis

location. Recall that a summary of these data is given in

tables 1-3. Appendix A includes forty tables that list the

experimentally obtained temperature and pressure data

that are presented in figure 24 -35. These tables are

referenced in the caption of each figure.

3.7.1 Preliminary Experiment Data Compared to

Dedicated Experiment Data- In figure 24, temperature

and pressure data are presented for both y-axis and x-axis

sweeps. These data are compared to measurements

obtained during the preliminary experiment and are
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consequentlylabeled,forexample,"prelim.runI."
Noticethatthetrendsof the curves from both the pre-

liminary experiment and the dedicated experiment are

similar. Because Run I and Run 2 fall nearly on top of

one another, we have an additional degree of confidence

in the measured data. The same is true for the preliminary
experiment data.

3.7.2 Higher Temperatures and Pressures Observed

in the Dedicated Experiment- A comparison between

the preliminary experimental data and data from the

dedicated test reveals that higher temperatures and

pressures were obtained during the dedicated test. This

phenomenon can be observed in figures 24--30. It may be

hypothesized that the APU ran warmer in the dedicated

experiment due to longer run times and a higher fuel line

pressure. During the preliminary experiment fuel was

delivered to the APU from a small 10 gal (37.8 I) fuel

tank which is shown in figure 8. Because of the small

capacity of this fuel tank, the APU had to be stopped

approximately every forty minutes for refueling, allowing

the APU to "cool off." Recall that during the dedicated

APU experiment, fuel was delivered to the APU from a

large fuel tank, 10,000 gal (37854 1), and fuel pumping
station (see Section 2.4.12). Because the APU did not

have to be shut off for refueling reasons during the
dedicated experiment, the APU was left running for

longer periods of time. It is hypothesized that the warmer

exhaust temperatures and higher exhaust pressures that

are observed in the dedicated experiment are a conse-

quence of the longer run times.

3.7.3 Asymmetries Observed in the Axisymmetric

Plume- In tracing the measured pressure values from

the ambient air to thc centerline of the exhaust plume,

a monotone increasing line would be indicative of a

symmetric flow. Likewise, data obtained on the x-axis
should compare with data obtained on the y-axis if

the APU exhaust plume were truly symmetric. Unfortu-

nately, a hump in the pressure curve is observed in

figures 24(a)-28(a). Likewise, an asymmetry is observed

in figures 24(c)-28(c). This asymmetry is likely due to

some error in the construction of the tube bank, a buildup

of soot on a straightening screen, or a disturbance induced

in the flow downstream of a welded seam. These asym-

metries tend eventually to wash-out by tbur diameters

downstream, as may be observed in figures 29-35.

3.7.4 Limitation of x-Axis Data to Six Diameters

Downstream- Both x- and y-axis data are shown in

figures 24-3 I, which show those graphs corresponding to

the exit-plane data through data obtained at six diameters
downstream of the exit. Beyond six diameters, that is
from seven diameters downstream to ten diameters

downstream, only y-axis traverses are presented. For the

corresponding figures 32-35, the x-axis data were not
measured due to a limitation on the freedom of movement
of the small traverse in that direction.

3.8 Velocity Profile

The velocity at point n, Un (ft/s), is given by

_ -PnnMn (3)

In equation 3, Kp is the Pitot tube constant given by

1

  =8s.292[ l (47
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Cp is the Pitot tube coefficient (dimensionless), Ap is the

velocity head measured by the probe (in. H20), Tn is the

temperature (°R), Pn is the pressure (mm Hg), which is
computed by

P,, = Pat,. + Ap (5)

where Patm iS the atmospheric pressure, and M is the

molecular weight of the gas (Ib/lbmol).

By using equation 3 to compute the velocity, the

temperature and pressure profiles presented in Section 3.7

can be converted to velocity profiles. Figures 36-41 show

the velocity profiles from the exit plane to ten diameters
downstream. The y-axis profiles were rotated about the

centerline of the exhaust plume becausc, unlike the x-axis

traverses, the y-axis traverses were taken at each survey
plane from the nozzle exit to ten diameters downstream.

Figure 36(a) shows the velocity profile at the exit plane.

Similarly figure 36(b) shows the velocity profile at one-
half diameter downstream. Both figure 36(a) and

figure 36(b) show steep profiles. The dip in the velocity

profile at the centerline is a consequence of the pressure
nonuniformity discussed in Section 3.7.3.

Figure 37(a) and figure 37(b) show velocity profiles
for one and two diameters downstream, respectively.

Figure 38(a) and figure 38(b) show similar profiles tbr

three and four diameters downstream, respectively.

Between figure 37(a) and figure 38(b), evidence that the

exhaust plume is spreading as it progresses downstream is

clearly visible.

As described in Section 3.7.3, the effect of the asymmetry

begins to wash out beginning at four or five diameters
downstream. Evidence of this occurrence is apparent in

figures 38(b), 39(a), and 39(b), the figures corresponding
to the velocity profiles at four, five, and six diameters

downstream, respectively.
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Figures 40 and 41 display the velocity profile at nine and

ten diameters downstream, respectively. The peak
velocity at ten diameters downstream is 250 ft/s

(76.2 m/s). This velocity is slightly less than one-half of

the peak velocity at the exit plane of 530 ft/s (161.5 m/s).

This peak velocity, shown in figure 36(a), corresponds to
a Mach number of 0.47.

3.9 Weather Data

As described in Section 2.3.13, the weather station at the

OARF was used to gather data such as ambient tempera-

ture, atmospheric pressure, relative humidity, wind speed

and wind direction. Tables B I through B5, given in

Appendix B, list these data for July 12, 1993, to July 16,
1993, respectively. The ambient weather conditions are

listed for approximately every half-hour of the dedicated

axisymmetric experiment. The time-averaged values of

those parameters are computed and listed for each day.

The time-averaged ambient temperature over the five-day
experiment varied between 57 and 58 °F (13.8 and

14.4 °C). In general, the temperature dropped through a

testing session, reaching its lowest value at daybreak. The

relative humidity varied between 80 and 95 percent, in

general increasing through the night. The wind speed
varied between 4 and 6 mi/hr (6.4 to 9.7 km/hr). The

consistent ambient temperature, a stable relative

humidity, and a low wind speed are desirable conditions

for this type of outdoor experiment. Operating at night
between 12 midnight and 8 a.m. allowed us to take

advantage of these conditions.

3.10 Infrared Image Data

A large selection ot" infrared image data was recorded

during the axisymmetric APU exhaust plume survey

experiment. Appendix C includes a list of these data files.

Each table in Appendix C lists the infrared data that were

measured during a given night of the dedicated APU test.
Over 130 data files were recorded over the duration of the

experiment. The images include both MWB and LWB

data. Data files include background images, images from

different view points, and images measured with and
without the nozzle shield. These data files were recorded

using the 20-deg lenses. The infrared images that are

presented and discussed in this section of the report
represent only a small portion of the actual data that has

been obtained. However, the data shown are representa-
tive of what is stored at NASA Ames Research Center on

magnetic media. Those readers who have a need for an

electronic version of these data may obtain them as well

as the temperature and pressure data, by contacting the

appropriate civil servant at NASA Ames, as discussed in
Section 5.

3.10.1 Field Versus Frame-.- The Agema 880 Infrared

Imaging System creates an infrared image by scanning a

scene with a rotating-mirror and a fixed-mirror assembly

embedded within the camera. The system is capable of a

variety of scanning rates; however, only one scanner rate

was employed for this experiment. Specifically, the

scanners produced 6.25 images per second with

140 x 280 pixels per image. One image is referred to as

one "frame" of data, where each "frame" is comprised of

four interlaced "fields" of data. As shown in figure 42,

one frame of data (140 x 280 pixels) is constructed by

interlacing together four fields of data (140 × 70 pixels).

The interlacing process creates the first four seventy-pixel
rows of the frame, by using the first rows of the first,
second, third, and fourth measured fields of data. The

next four seventy-pixel rows of the frame are created by
using the second row of the first, second, third, and fourth

measured fields. This process is continued until the
140- x 280-pixel image is created.

3.10.2 Measurement of a Dynamic System- Because

each field of data takes 0.04 s to obtain, the relatively
short time span allows one the option of capturing the
dynamic nature of a flow field such as thc APU.

Figure 43 shows three consecutively measured fields of

filtered MWB infrared data. Each image of the APU

exhaust plume shown in figure 43 looks slightly different.

The difference between these images illustrates an

important concept: while many precautions were taken

to ensure that steady flow conditions were achieved, the

APU exhaust plume is still a dynamic, or time-varying
system.

3.10.3 MWB Infrared Data- The three infrared images

shown in figure 44 are MWB data. Figure 44(a) is a
MWB field of data. Figure 44(b) is a MWB frame o1' data

that has been created by interlacing four images like the

one shown in figure 44(a). The MWB image shown in
figure 44(c) is the average of six frames of data. The

horizontal zigzag lines, or cuts, visible on the outer

fringes of the exhaust plume in figure 44(b) and

figure 44(c) are a consequence of building the image by

interlacing together several frames of data. An artifact of

imaging a dynamic system with a scanning instrument,

these horizontal lines tend to disappear as more fields of

data are averaged together; see Section 3.10.6. Comparing
figure 44(b) with figure 44(c), these horizontal lines are

seen to nearly disappear.

3.10.4 Filtered MWB Image Data- The infrared images

in figure 45 are filtered MWB data. Figure 45(a) shows

one field of data, figure 45(b) shows one frame of data,

and figure 45(c) shows an image averaged over six frames
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of data. The color scale shown at the bottom of the figure

applies to all three images. Recall that the filtered

response of the MWB camera is shown in figure 18(b).

One goal of this report is to provide a data base for

validating Turk's (ref. 25) infrared image prediction

algorithm described in Section 1.2. The filtered MWB

image shown in figure 45(c) represents an image ideal for

this purpose. In figure 45(c) the backdrop is uniform, the

spread angle is visible (see Section 3.10.8), and the probe

has been positioned outside of the exhaust stream. An

intensity scale has been added to this image. This image

is compared in Section 4 to an infrared image predicted

using Turk's algorithm.

3.10.5 LWB Image Data- Figure 46 shows LWB images

of the APU exhaust plume. Figure 46(a) shows one field

of data, figure 46(b) shows one frame of data, and

figure 46(c) shows an infrared image averaged over six
frames of data. The wavy streak visible at the top right-

hand corner of each of these three images is the edge of

the aluminized-Mylar backdrop. The edge is visible in

these LWB images because the cameras were positioned

to get the best possible plume and backdrop alignment tor

the MWB camera. Consequently, the LWB image shows

some of the backdrop. Despite the appearance of the

backdrop on the edge of the LWB images, the backdrop is

located directly behind the APU plume. The color scale

shown at the bottom of figure 46 applies to each of these

three images.

3.10.6 Advantages of Time-Averaging- Figure 47

shows two MWB infrared images, each averaged using

five hundred frames of data. This represents an average

of data over eighty seconds in time. The horizontal cuts

described in the preceding sections are less apparent in

these images, making the plume appear smooth with less

dynamic fluctuations. The combination temperature and

pressure probe is visible as a bright point source in

figure 47(a). The probe is obviously being heated by the
flow. Visible above the probe is another "hot spot." This

second "hot spot" is a reflection coming from the under-
side of the unrolled aluminized Mylar tubc.

An additional point of interest about figure 47(a) concerns
the white, or hot, area near the nozzle exit. For most of

the infrared images obtained during the APU experiment,

a foreground shield, or reflective barrier, was placed

between the APU nozzle and the camera. Figure 47(b)

shows a MWB infrared image where the foreground
shield has been used to obscure the APU nozzle. Hot

parts such as metal nozzles tend to radiate with a much

larger intensity than do exhaust plumes. For this reason a

shield is placed between the nozzle and the camera to

prevent the additional energy from the nozzle from
reaching the detector of the camera and potentially

saturating the image. This has clearly occurred in

figure 47(a). With the exception of figure 47(a), which is

presented for illustration only, each of the infrared images

presented in this section were taken with the toreground

shield in place.

3.10.7 Infrared Image of the Backdrop- The alumi-

nized Mylar backdrop, as discussed in Section 2.3.15,

provides a uniform, relatively cold, and substantially

large area for imaging of the APU exhaust plume.

Figure 48(a) shows a MWB infrared image of the
backdrop where the nozzle foreground shield is visible

at the lower portion of the image. Figure 48(b) shows a

LWB infrared image of the aluminized Mylar backdrop.

Visible on either side of the backdrop is the horizon.

The difference between the relatively uniform radiance

(reflected) of the backdrop and the relatively non-uniform

radiance of the horizon dramatically illustrates the

advantages of using a backdrop. The average apparent

temperature of the backdrop shown in figure 48(a) is
57 °F (13.9 °C) with a standard deviation of 5 °F. The

corresponding apparent temperature of the backdrop in
the LWB is -7 °F (-21.7 °C) with a standard deviation of

2 °F. Each of these calculations were computed using

approximately twenty-six thousand pixels. The apparent

temperature is lower in the LWB than in the MWB
because the LWB radiation comes from higher in the

atmosphere due to less absorption in that band by

atmospheric gases.

Because the aluminized-Mylar backdrop works by

reflection, clouds and airplanes that pass above the test

scene can affect uniformity and apparent temperature.

For example, an overhead cloud can cause the apparent

temperature to fluctuate as much as 30 °F. For this reason
the backdrop worked best on cold and cloudless nights.

3.10.8 Plume Spread Angle- The infrared images shown

in figures 44-48 illustrate the plume spreading angle.
Hossain and Rodi (ref. 55), Chen and Rodi (ref. 56), and

Bejan (ref. 57) predict spread angles between 7.5 deg and

9 deg for turbulent, buoyant, vertical jets. The spread

angle of this jet is approximately 7 deg from vertical. This
result is consistent with Hardman's observations (ref. 20).

3.11 Validity of the Measured Infrared Image Data

The infrared images presented in this report are accurate

only to within the limits of the Agema 880 Dual Band

scanning infrared camera system. The MWB camera is

quoted by Agema as having a source sensitivity of 0. I °C
at 30.0 °C. The LWB camera has a source sensitivity of

0.05 °C at 30.0 °C. The scanners have an accuracy of

+2 percent. Keep in mind that these data are quoted for

a new camera system and that detector elements can
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degradewithuse.The Agema system used in the APU

experiment was recalibrated by the Agema company just

prior to the dedicated APU exhaust plume survey.

Proper use and storage of delicate instruments such as the

Agema system is fundamental to good maintenance. For
this reason, the cameras are stored in a temperature-

controlled office in their original cases when not in use.

When being used during an experiment, these instruments

are handled with the utmost of care. Of particular impor-

tance is keeping the detectors cooled with liquid nitrogen.
Before the cameras are turned on, the dewars are filled

and the detectors are allowed adequate time to reach

operating conditions. The dewars are continually topped-
off with liquid nitrogen so that their response is stable.

When the Agema system was purchased by NASA Ames

in 1990, it represented the state-of-the-art in infrared

imaging technology. During the time of this experiment,

the state-of-the-art has seen the introduction of staring

Focal Plane Array (FPA) systems. An FPA system

typically incorporates an array of detectors as opposed to
one single detector element (ref. 58). For this reason FPA

systems provide image quality that far surpasses that of

older-generation scanning systems. However, FPA

systems currently suffer from calibration problems due

to the large number of detector elements (ref. 59).

The measurement accuracy of the Agema 880 infrared

imaging system is maintained by constantly monitoring

internal temperature sensors that compensate for detector

response by adjusting the gain of the system after each

scanning sequence. By "recalibrating" the detector at the

end of each scan line, the older generation Agema 880

system offers accuracy and predictability that cannot be
attained by current generation FPA systems. Because the

Agema 880 system offers this advantage over FPA

systems, and because of its immediate accessibility to our
testing crew, it was the logical choice for instrumentation.

3.12 Uncertainty of Measured Infrared Images

As mentioned in Section 3. I I, the Agema 880 Dual Band

scanning infrared camera system has a source sensitivity
of 0. I °C at 30.0 °C for the MWB camera. The LWB

camera has a source sensitivity of 0.05 °C at 30.0 °C. This

uncertainty in the source sensitivity can produce errors in

the measured radiance. Figure 49 shows how three color

legends can be attached to the same measured infrared

image by virtue of the instrument uncertainty. The three

color legends show the minimum radiance due to

uncertainty, the measured radiance, and the maximum

radiance due to uncertainty, respectively. The scale for

the minimum radiance is obtained by subtracting from

the measured radiance the instrument uncertainty, and

linearly scaling the color legend. The scale for the

maximum radiance is similarly obtained by adding the

instrument uncertainty to the measured radiance. In this
example, the difference between the minimum and
maximum measured radiance due to instrument

uncertainty varies less than 0.27 percent.

3.13 Midac Spectrometer Data

One goal of the APU experiment was to gain a quanti-
tative understanding of the levels of carbon dioxide, water

vapor, and carbon monoxide in the APU exhaust plume.
Charles Bennett of Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory (LLNL), in Livermore, California, offered to

investigate with us the feasibility of using an infrared

spectrometer for this purpose. Before the preliminary

experiment we were hopeful that Bennett's technique of

using the measured spectra to predict exhaust plume

constituent levels would work. Unfortunately, this

technology is not yet sufficiently mature, and so the focus

of Bennett's post-processing analysis shifted to using the

APU spectra to predict a pre-measured temperature within
the exhaust plume.

Bennett visited both the preliminary experiment in May

1993 and the dedicated experiment on July 13, 1993, and

took several hours of data with the Midac spectrometer,

as described in Section 2.3.16. Post-experiment analysis

of the spectrometer data yielded results that were

unsuccessful in predicting the exhaust plume constituent

distributions. The inability to resolve carbon dioxide and

water vapor levels from the measured spectra is attributed

to the fact that the spectra of these two species overlap
significantly in the MWB. Because the spectra are

inseparable in the MWB, it may be impossible to predict
the levels of carbon dioxide and water vapor in the plume.

Because carbon monoxide emits in a region of the MWB

that does not overlap with the spectra of water vapor and

carbon dioxide, the focus of Bennett's post-processing
efforts changed. It was now the goal of his research to use

the carbon monoxide spectra to predict the temperature of

a particular point in the APU exhaust plume. By matching

the measured spectrum with the spectrum corresponding

to a known temperature, the temperature of the source

could be determined. The digitally controlled traverse rig

was used to position the probe along the line-of-sight

connecting the spectrometer with the light source. The

temperature and pressure at that point were then measured

by the probe. Each spectrometer survey was conducted at
one diameter downstream of the nozzle exit.

Predicting the temperature of the exhaust plume using the

measured spectra is complicated by virtue of looking

through a column of gas through which there exists a
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steeptemperaturegradient.Inthisscenario,the
spectrometerlooksthroughtherelativelycoldambient
air,intothehotexhaustplume,backintotherelatively
coldambientair,andfinallyintoalightsourcehavinga
knownspectrum.Anaddedbenefitofconductingthe

surveys near the nozzle exit, one diameter downstream, is

that the temperature profile in the exhaust plume at these
locations is fairly flat so that the measured temperature

would approximate the average temperature of the

exhaust plume along the line-of-sight between the light

source and the spectrometer.

The process of predicting a temperature by matching the

measured spectrum with a spectrum from a source of

known temperature is illustrated in figure 50. Here the

solid symbols represent the measured data and the open

symbols represent the spectrum of carbon monoxide at

some temperature. In figure 50, the spectrum correspond-

ing to a known temperature approximates the measured

data; when the two spectra match, the temperature of the
emitting constituent is hypothesized to be that of the

theoretical spectrum. The results from this analysis are
summarized in table 5. As can be seen from the results

given in table 5, the temperature determined in this way is

within ten to twenty percent of the measured temperature.

4. Infrared Image Prediction

Recall that this work is partially motivated by the need to

validate computational fluid dynamic (CFD) codes. Also

recall that the validation technique requires a quantitative

comparison between an experimental infrared image and

an infrared image predicted from a CFD solution. The

latter image incorporates the use of an inverse Monte

Carlo ray-trace technique. This section describes the ray-

tracing technique, infrared images predicted from the data
obtained during the axisymmetric auxiliary power unit

(APU) experiment are also shown.

It is the intent of this report to provide to the scientific

community a meticulously obtained and completely

documented data base for infrared analysis of sub-sonic

jet engine exhaust plumes. One motivation for creating
thc data base is to validate Turk's (ref. 25) infrared image

prediction algorithm. Improvements are still being

incorporated into Turk's computer program, and so this

report describes the current state of a work-in+progress.
Turk's doctoral dissertation describes the development of

the Monte Carlo ray-trace technique. Specifically, his

contribution focuses on methods for accelerating the ray-

trace process. The reader is referred to Turk's dissertation
for a more detailed description of the Monte Carlo ray-

trace method (ref. 25).

4.1 History

A virtual panacea of techniques is available for infrared

image prediction of exhaust plumes. In general this

technology has been developed for use by the defense

community. As a consequence of limited availability due

to security concerns, no single scientist or engineer is

likely to have seen all of the methods that have evolved

for predicting infrared images. However, over the past
four years the scientific community has witnessed a

dramatic improvement in the ability to predict infrared

images that approach measured data. By comparing

General Electric's infrared image prediction program,

LOIR (ref. 33), which was supposedly the state-of-the-art

in 1990, to the images that can now be predicted using

Turk's inverse Monte Carlo ray-trace computer program,

it is obvious that a significant contribution has been made

to this field. It is now possible to attach a similar radiative

flux scale to both the predicted and the measured infrared

images, a capability nearly unimaginable only lour years

ago with LOIR. It should be mentioned that many

improvements to LOIR have been made since 1990 and
that the current version General Electric's infrared

analysis code is now called LOIR 11 (ref. 60).

4.2 How the Ray-Trace Method Works

The reverse Monte Carlo ray-trace computer program has

been coded to predict the infrared image that would bc

captured by an infrared camera. The word "reverse," or

"inverse," is attached to the narne because the rays arc not
traced forward from the scene to the infrared camera as

the phenomenon actually occurs. Rather, the rays arc
traced in reverse from the camera to the scene. By tracing

the rays from the observer to the scene in the reverse
manner, only that radiation leaving the scene and arriving

at the infrared camera need be modeled. Accounting

for only this radiation significantly reduces the work

required to solve the problem. As they are described in

Section 4.3, the problem can be solved in the reverse

fashion because of the reciprocity relationships which

govern the radiative exchange of energy between surfaces
and volumes.

In order to develop a two-dimensional infrared image
from a three-dimensional CFD or CFD-like solution,

several rays are traced from the camera detector element,

through a pixelized virtual screen, and finally into the

object space or the solution domain. Figure 51 illustrates

this methodology. The quality of the predicted image

improves by increasing the number of pixcls on the

virtual screen and by increasing the number of rays used

per pixel, within the resolution of the CFD solution itself.

The predicted infrared image has converged when the

object space has been adequately sampled such that an
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increaseinthenumberofraysdoesnotimprovethe
qualityof thepredictedimage.
Whenarayleavesthedetectorelementofthecameraand
traversesapixelonthevirtualscreen,itsdirectionis
selectedatrandomasshowninfigure52.Tworandom
numbersaregeneratedwhichdefineapointonthe
detectorelement.Next,twoadditionalrandomnumbers
aregeneratedwhichdefineapointwithinagivenpixel
locatedonthevirtualscreen.Theorientationofthe
outgoingrayisdefinedalongalineconnectingthepoint
onthedetectorelementwiththepointwithinthepixel.
Notethatinthisscenarioboththedetectorandthepixel
havefiniteareas.

Oncetherayleavestheinfraredcameraandpixelized
virtualscreen,it enterstheCFDsolutionspace.Herethe
rayencountersacell,whereacellisaregionoftheCFD
solutiondomainthatisboundedbyeightnodes.Theray
caneitherbeabsorbedinthatcell,betransmittedthrough
it,orbescattered.Figure53illustratesallpossible
outcomesforaraythatentersaCFDsolutiondomain.If
therayencountersasolidsurfaceit canbeabsorbedby
thatsurfaceorreflectedfromit. If therayistransmitted
throughacell,itcontinuestotraversetheCFDsolution
domainuntilit isabsorbedinanothercelloruntilitexits
thesolutiondomain.Theterminationpointoftheray
determinestheradiativecontributionofthatraytoapixel
onthevirtualscreen.

WhenarayentersacelloftheCFD solution several

decisions must be made to determine if the ray is

absorbed in that cell. To begin with, the eight bounding
nodes of the cell are used to define the six surfaces which

describe that cell, as shown in figure 54. The ray's

entrance point on one surface of the cell and its direction

are used to compute its exit point. When the exit point has

been defined, the ray's path length, s, through the cell can

be computed by

s=_(xi-xj)2+(yi-Yj)2+(zi-zj) 2 (6)

where x, y, and z represent Cartesian coordinates, and the

subscripts i andj distinguish between the entrance and

exit points, respectively, as shown in figure 54.

Next, the average temperature, average pressure, and

average species concentration of the cell are computed

using Shepard's interpolation scheme, which is described

in reference 61. Here, the average parameters are com-

puted at the centroid of the cell by using the parameter

values at the cell's eight bounding nodes. The distance

between the cell centroid and each bounding node is used

to weight that node's contribution to the final average.

The average value, S(Pi), of the temperature, pressure or

species concentration at the cell centroid, Pi, where Pi is
defined by (xi, Yi, Zi), is given by

N=8
st

s(e.)= N=8 (7)

where the summation occurs over the eight nodes,

denoted by the subscript j, that define the cell, and the

magnitude of the distance between the cell centroid Pi,

and some point Pj, where Pj is defined by (xj,3_,zj) is
given by

or

]Pi- ej = s ¢9)

which follows from equation 6.

Once the average temperature, average pressure, species

concentration, and path length have been defined lot a

cell, the absorptivity, a, of that cell can be computed
using an infrared band model. The infrared band model

used to compute a)t(A,) is described in Nelson's Master of

Science thesis (ref. 22). The character A,, in parentheses,
denotes the wavelength dependence of this computation.

All the equations necessary to make this computation are

given in reference 22.

Next, a random number is generated and compared with

the absorptivity of the cell to determine if the ray is

absorbed in that cell or if the ray is transmitted through

the cell. If the random number is less than or equal to the

absorptivity, i.e.,

random number < oct.(L) (I O)

then the ray is absorbed in that cell. If the random number

is greater than the absorptivity, i.e.,

random number > _.(_,) (I I)

then the ray is transmitted through the cell. The sequence
of events described above is followed until the ray is

absorbed in a cell, or until the ray exits the solution

domain. Upon exiting the solution domain, the ray can be

absorbed by an infinite extension of the ambient atmo-

sphere, a background simulation, or a blackbody at a

temperature of absolute zero, tbr example.
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4.3 Energy Computation

The ray tracing technique is useful in computing the

radiative flux or energy arriving at the observer location

from the scene. This computation is more easily described

after first presenting the reciprocity relationships for

radiative exchange between surfaces and volumes. The

equation used to compute the energy arriving at the

observer location can then be more easily understood.

The reciprocity relationships are developed here because

in this analysis radiation is emitted from surface and

volume elements (cells), and absorbed by a surface

element (the detector element).

The reciprocity relationship, in the absence of a change in

the index of refraction, for a radiative exchange between

surface i and surface j given by

In equation 12, D is the distribution factor. E: is the

hemispherical emissivity, and A is the area of the surface.

The subscript _,, denotes spectral dependence, and the

subscript S identifies the variable as a surface property.

The independent variables ,,7,and Tdenote wavelength and

temperature dependence, respectively. The distribution

factor, Dsi Sj, is the fraction of rays emitted by surface i

that are absorbed by surface j due to direct radiation and

all possible reflections, refractions, and scattering events.

The distribution factor for the radiative exchange between

surface i and surface j is estimated by

NS i Sj
(13)

DS_ Sj - NS i

where Nsi ,_;jis the number of rays emitted by surface t

and absorbed by surface j, and Nsi is the total number of

rays emitted by surface i. The distribution factor is also

equal to the ratio of energy emitted by surface i and

absorbed by surface j to the total energy emitted by

surface i, that is,

Es, sj
DS, Sj = -- (14)

ES i

A similar reciprocity relationship can be written for a

surface-to-volume energy exchange,

DSi, V1 EX (_,, Tsi ) As ,

Aproj, V)

and a volume-to-volume energy exchange,

Aproj. V i

16)

Apr¢,), VI

In equations 15 and 16, C is the concentration of species.

P is the pressure, and s is the path length of the volume.

A * is the projected area of the volume.

In this development, the spectral emittance, e is related to

the absorption coefficient, o¢, by

A"

= (17)
0

The absorption coefficient, a, is computed by an infrared

band model.

By invoking the reciprocity relationships given in

equations 12-16, the energy arriving at the observer

location, o, from all surfaces and volumes is given by

Ns

dE°(k) = Z D°i EX'(X'' T°)A° rtEk(TL' Ti )i'kh (5L,Ti )Aidkri)A 
i=l

Nv

+ Z D_q

j=l

f-X (Jg. To)Ao

4fEX(X.,Cj. Tj, Pj,sj(A*))dA*

A)

> 4_i'Lb (_,, Tj) f Ez (....)dA* d_.

Aj

(18)

where i 'h.k (T) is the Plank blackbody radiation distri-

bution function. Equation 18 may be rewritten after

canceling and collecting terms to give the energy arriving

at the observer location as

Nail

deo(X) = Zr: D<,keX(k,r<,)i'X (z.,r_)A,, ax
k=l

(19)

4.4 Line-of-Sight Method

One disadvantagc of the Monte Carlo technique is the

time required to obtain broad-band high quality images.

Because the ray-trace must be conducted over small

wavelcngth intervals, AA, broad-band images arc time
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consuming to obtain. A broad-band image is obtained by
integrating across the wavelength band; the broader the

wavelength band, the longer it takes to predict an infrared

image.

The Line-of-Sight (LOS) method for predicting infrared

images is faster than the Monte Carlo technique because

fewer rays are required to sample the solution domain.

The LOS method is like the Monte Carlo technique in

that it utilizes a graphical ray-trace method. The sequence

of tracing rays begins by generating a random initial

direction for the ray as described in Section 4.2. When

a ray leaves the pixelized screen and enters a cell, the

path length through the cell is computed and the eight

bounding nodes are used to compute the average tempera-

ture. pressure, and species concentration of the cell. An

infrared band model is then invoked to compute the

transmissivity, "tAX,of the cell. The transmissivity of the

ray is the product of the transmissivity of each cell

traversed by the ray

J

1-IZA_.,ray = XA_.,i (20)

i=O

The ray continues to the next cell if the transmissivity of

the ray is greater than some small value, say 0.001; i.e.,

ZA_.,ray > O.OOI (21 )

In the LOS method, the ray continues to be traced through

the solution domain until the total transmissivity of the

ray is less than some small value, say 0.001; i.e.,

"CA_.,ray <_O.OOI (22)

The energy contributed by the ray to the computed

infrared image is given by

)

n (23)

Z x_.,i_l E_.,b i'k, i (_., Ti) A o cosO d_. dO, ray

i=l

where the sum is over the number of cells traversed by

the ray, the emissivity and the ray transmissivity is

defined in equation 2 I. In equation 23 the differential

solid angle subtended by the ray can be written

1 dApixel
dr°ray = N r 2 (24)

In equation 24, dA is the projected differential area of a

pixel to the observer, N is the total number of rays traced,

and r is the distance between the observer and the pixel
on the virtual screen.

It is important to note that in the LOS method the

contribution of each cell encountered by the ray is

included in the equation used to compute the energy
arriving at the observer location. The Monte Carlo

technique is different from the LOS method in that only
the contribution of the terminating cell is included in the

Monte Carlo analysis, as indicated in equation 19.
Because the contribution of each cell is included in the

LOS analysis, fewer rays are required to adequately

sample the solution domain. Consequently, the LOS

method requires fewer rays to achieve convergence.

4.5 Increasing the Number of Rays Per Pixel Improves

the Quality of the Predicted Images

The ultimate goal of the reduction of the three-
dimensional CFD solution domain to a two-dimensional

infrared image is a pixel-by-pixel comparison of the

predicted image with measured experimental results.

Such a comparison would not only serve as a validation

technique for the CFD solution, but would also suggest,
although not prove, that the solution domain was

adequately sampled by the ray-trace method. It is intuitive

that increasing the number of rays used to sample the

solution domain would increase the probability of

achieving a converged and accurate image, within the

limits of the CFD solution. However, duc to the long run

times required to achieve such a solution the majority of

the images presented in this section are less-than-

converged solutions.

Figure 55 shows a comparison of three predicted infrared

images. Each of the images is predicted using the LOS

method and is computed across the 4.1 I.tm to 4.8 ram

wavelength interval. The appropriate system response

function, shown in figure 18(b), has been incorporated in

the analysis. Each of the images has 50 × 100 pixels and
the same arbitrary color scale. The diffcrcnce between

these images is the number of rays per pixcl used in their

generation. Figure 55(a) took two rays per pixel to create.

Figure 55(b) and figure 55(c) took twenty and forty rays

per pixel to create, respectively. The visually apparent

difference between figure 55(a) and figurc 55(b) is
greater than the rather subtle visual difference between

figure 55(b) and figure 55(c). The images appear

smoother as the number of rays per pixel increases

because the variability of the current pixel value from the

converged pixel value decreases. These three images

illustrate that the quality of the predicted image improves

as the number of rays per pixel increases.

The image shown in figure 55(a) took approximately

two hours of CPU time to create using a Cray C-90 with

128 megawords of main memory. The computation was

completed on one of the eight processors, where each
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processorhasapeakoperationalspeedofonegigaflop.
Theimageshowninfigure55(b)istheresultofaveraging
togethertenimagesliketheoneshowninfigure55(a).
Similarlytocreatetheimageshowninfigure55(c),
twentyimageslikefigure55(a)wereaveragedtogether.

4.6 Effect of Exhaust Plume Constituents on the

Predicted Infrared Image

As mentioned in Section 3. I ! the attempts to measure the

exhaust plume constituents with the Midac spectrometer
were unsuccessful. In an effort to use reasonable values

for the exhaust plume constituents, concentrations for

water vapor, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide were
extracted from reference 62. The concentration of water

vapor at the core was assumed to be 0.03 percent by
volume. The concentration of carbon dioxide at the core

was assume to be 0.031 percent by volume. Finally, the
concentration for carbon monoxide was assumed to be

0.0 percent. These values are likely to be inaccurate to a

certain degree. However, the predicted infrared images

that are shown in subsequent figures show acceptable

agreement with the experimental data. While we know
that the concentrations of these constituents are inaccurate

to some extent, we think their values are at least close to

the actual values based on the agreement between the

predicted and measured data.

4.6.1 Species Concentration Mapped to Total

Temperatures- The core species concentrations,

mentioned above, were mapped throughout the exhaust

plume and into the surrounding atmosphere using
Crocco's similarity relationship fief. 63). The analogy

maps the spread of the core concentrations according to

the total temperature. The concentration of a species at a

point, Cpt, is given by

: (r,,,,,-T,,,,,,,,,)+c,,,.h(25 
CpI T°,'ore _amh

where the subscript arab is an abbreviation for ambient
and denotes ambient conditions, and the subscript o

denotes a total value, i.e., total temperature. An assump-

tion that the turbulent Lewis number of the exhaust plume

is equal to one limits the applicability of equation 25.

4.6.2 Carbon Dioxide Variance and Its effect on the

Predicted Infrared Image- Figure 56 shows lbur infra-

red images that were predicted using the LOS method.
Each of the three infrared images have 50 × 100 pixels

and were predicted at 4,175 }am (2395 cm -1 ). The wave-

length was selected in a region of the spectrum where

carbon dioxide is the predominant emitter. Figure 56(a)

shows an infrared image predicted using the baseline

constituents described above. Figure 56(b), figure 56(c),

and figure 56(d) show images where the concentrations of

water vapor and carbon dioxide in the core have been

increased by ten, twenty, and thirty percent, respectively.

Each of these images are shown with the same arbitrary

color scale. The intensities of the predicted infrared

images increase as the concentrations of water vapor and
carbon dioxide increase. However, the visual difference

between the baseline image, figure 56(a), and the image
where the concentrations of carbon dioxide and water

vapor were increased by thirty percent, figure 56(d), is

barely perceptible.

Because images can often be misleading, it is useful to

look at a plot of intensity change versus change in carbon

dioxide concentration. Figure 57 shows a plot that

compares the change of baseline peak intensity as the

baseline level of carbon dioxide is varied. This plot

illustrates nicely the effect on the predicted infrared

image obtained by varying the level of carbon dioxide
in the core of the exhaust. The baseline intensity was

computed for an observer looking at the core of the
exhaust at 4.175 }am (2395 cm -I ) using the LOS method.

4.7 The LOS Image Compared to Filtered

Experimental Data

Figure 58 shows a comparison of a measured filtered

infrared image with an infrared image predictcd using the
LOS method. The measured infrared image has been

optically filtered to include data only within the 4. I to

4.8 }am wavelength interval. The predicted infrared image

is computed across the same interval, where the infrared
band model has been invoked to provide a 5 cm -I
resolution across the interval. A similar color scale has

been used on both images so that a direct comparison

between the two images can be made.

The primary difference between the experimental image,

shown in figure 58(a), and the predicted image, shown in

figure 58(b), can be seen downstream of the nozzle exit.
Here, the predicted infrared image is cooler than the

experimental infrared image. The most likely explanation

[or this discrepancy is an improper accounting for the

exhaust plume species concentrations in the core. Also,

by mapping the concentrations according to the total

temperature, an additional degree of uncertainty has been

added to the computation. Even though these images

appear slightly different downstream of the nozzle exit.
the favorable comparison between these two images

represents the current state-of-the-art in infrared image

prediction technology.
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4.8 Monte Carlo Ray-Trace Image Compared to

Experimental Data

Figure 59 shows a comparison between an infrared

image predicted using the Monte Carlo ray-trace method

and an experimental filtered-MWB infrared image.
Figure 59(a) shows an infrared image predicted at

4.175 I.tm (2395 cm -1 ). The predicted image has

25 × 50 pixels and five thousand rays were traced per

pixel. The predicted image took approximately seven

days to run on a Silicon Graphics Indigo (SGI) 2
Extreme ® Computer that utilizes a 150 MHz IP2

processor and sixty-four megabytes of main memory

(ref. 64). The experimental infrared image shown in

figure 59(b) is a filtered-MWB image that has

140 x 70 pixels and represents one field of data.

At first glance the predicted and measured images shown

in figure 59 look quite dissimilar. However, the predicted

image shown in figure 59(a) is not a converged image.

If the Monte Carlo ray-trace code had been run suffi-

ciently long to predict a converged solution the image

would resemble the image predicted by the LOS analysis
shown in figure 58. To this date a converged solution has

not been obtained by the Monte Carlo code using this data

set due to the excessive CPU time required for such an

analysis.

5. Conclusion and Recommendations

The goal of the body of work presented in this report is to

provide to the user community a data base for infrared

analysis of jet engine exhaust plumes. To meet this goal,

the temperature and pressure profiles of an APU exhaust
plume were surveyed. Corresponding MWB, filtered-

MWB and LWB infrared images were obtained. These

data have been published in a variety of conferences

(refs. 23 and 24), as well as this NASA TM. Information

on how users may obtain electronic versions of these data
are given in this section.

5.1 The Goal

Infrared imaging has been shown to be a valuable tool tot

heated flow field visualization. The ability of an infrared

imaging system to resolve both large- and small-scale

flow structures makes it a useful tool for validating CFD

codes. The validation technique consists of the direct

comparison between experimentally obtained infrared

images and images predicted from the CFD solution.

Predicting infrared images from CFD solutions requires

reducing the three-dimensional CFD solution to a two-

dimensional infrared image. A reverse Monte Carlo

algorithm has been developed to accomplish this. The

data base described in the preceding sections has served

to help validate this algorithm.

The temperature and pressure profiles obtained from
the APU experiment were assembled into a CFD-like

solution. The reverse Monte Carlo computer program was
utilized to predict an infrared image using the CFD-like

solution as input. The predicted infrared images were

compared with experimental data in Section 4. The

favorable comparison between the two images lends

credibility to the computer program.

5.2 The Experiment

The APU experiment described in Section 2 was

successful in meeting the goals discussed out in

Section 5. I. Temperature and pressure surveys of the

APU exhaust plume were made from the exit plane to ten

diameters downstream. Much effort went into ensuring
the accuracy and repeatability of the data. This effort

included calibration of instrumentation, a thorough check
out of the data acquisition system during the preliminary

experiment, and duplicate temperature and pressure

surveys.

The work presented in this report is unique and different

from other temperature and pressure surveys of exhaust

plumes in that a corresponding set of MWB, MWB-
filtered, and LWB infrared data were obtained. An

aluminized Mylar backdrop was utilized to create a

relatively cold and unitbrm backdrop lor the infrared data.

The scanning infrared cameras were recalibrated prior to

the APU experiment. The infrared cameras were treated

with the utmost care during the experiment to ensure the

integrity and repeatability of their response. The result of

these efforts is a data base of infrared images that

complement the temperature and pressure data base.

5.3 Publication of Results

Different portions of the research presented in this report

have been published in a variety of locations. Nelson's
Master of Science thesis describes the selection of an

infrared band model for predicting infrared images

(ref. 22). The work described in that thesis was presented

at an SPIE conference by the author (ref. 23). Birckelbaw

and Nelson show in an AIAA paper the utility of a

scanning infrared imaging system to resolve the flow field

about several V/STOL aircraft (ref. 19). A subsequent

SPIE conference paper (ref. 24) and a paper given
recently at a JANNAF conference at Lockheed Missiles

and Space Company (ref. 60) describe the body of work

shown in this report. The publication of this research in a
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varietyoftorumsandatdifferentconferencessubjectsthe
worktoareviewbyprofessionalsthatarefamiliarwith
thistechnology.Thedatadescribedherehavebeenwell
receivedbytheinfraredanalysiscommunity.

5.4 Public Access to Data

This report, originally published as a doctoral
dissertation, is currently being published as a NASA

Technical Memorandum (NASA TM) (ref. 65) to make

its access more readily available to the public. Also,

data collected during the rectangular nozzle survey (not

presented here) will subsequently be published as a

NASA TM (ref. 66). Electronic versions of the tempera-

ture, pressure, and infrared data may be obtained by

contacting:

Larry D. Birckelbaw

Mail Stop 327-7
NASA Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000

5.5 Recommendations for Future Work

The most important contribution that could be made to

the body of work presented in this report would be to
accurately measure the exhaust plume constituents issuing

from the APU nozzle. Currently the levels of the exhaust

plume constituents are estimated and the proximity to the
actual values is hypothesized to be close enough when the

predicted infrared images compare favorably to measured

results. Quantitatively measuring the APU exhaust plume

constituents would be an important contribution to this
data base.

Finally, as discussed in Section 3.1 I, the Agema 880 Dual

Band scanning infrared camera system was a state-of the-

art infrared imaging system in 1990. If an experiment
similar to this one were to be conducted in the future, a

more modern imaging system would likely yield higher-

grade data than that which could be attained with the
Agema 880 system. For this reason, it is recommended

that for future tests, other options lor infrared imaging

such as focal plane array systems be investigated.
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Appendix A

Temperature and Pressure Data





Table A I. Y-axis pressure data measured at the exit plane; see figure 24(a)

ml _1 ImJm._l I_mllm._%

y,,mde m y.exlls M

(i_) Lmlo) (in.) Umg)

-a27 O.Ol4 -4.95 o.oo6

-2DO 0.015 -4.50 0.006

-272 0.014 -4,41 0.006

-2.56 ',.1.014 .425 0.006

-233 0662 -391 0.006

-2.0Q 0.1102 -376 0007

-202 0.844 -3.42 0.0(_

-1.94 0,899 -3.27 0.006

-1.86 0.949 -3.11 0007

-1.78 o.gee -295 0.007

-1.70 1.030 -2.BO 0.007

-1.95 1.957 -264 0.007

-1.3Q 1.03_ -248 O.OOe

-1.2_3 1.0_0 -__33 0.565

-1.0g 1.006 -2 17 O.e_l

4184 O.geO -Z02 0.776

-0.95 -1.950.972 0.903

-0.63 0,978 -1.70 1015

-041 0.966 -I,56 1.044

-0.25 0.942 -1.3Q 1,036

-0,0Q 0954 -123 1.028

-1.950.00 0.964 1018

0.16 0.971 -0.84 0999

-0.69 0.981

-0.41 0.995

-(125

-0.0Q

0.978

0995

000 097"/

016 0997

yule Immeure

-4.75 0028

-4.50 0026

-4.25 OOOO

-375 0.0(_2

-325 0002

-275 O.OOO

-255 0.004

-245 0000

-235 0000

-?.25 0.064

-2-15 0.E06

-2.06 0.957

-1.95 0+773

-1.75 0.926

-1.2S 0978

-{175 0.958

_1 _ 0,941

yule M

On.)

-4.75 0.000

-4.60 0.000

-4.26 0.000

-375 0.000

-3,25 0.000

-2.75 0.000

-255 0.000

-248 0.000

-2_35 0000

-Z26 0.283

-2.15 O.e04

-2.06 0.676

-1.96 0.763

-1.75 0.900

-1.26 0._

-0.75 O._q,

-0.25 O.gOe

0.00 0.923

0.25 0,922
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Table A2. Y-axis temperature data measured at the exit plane; see figure 24(b)

rim1 nml pmlm. nm i - imlk_ nm 2

pe*.km
pn.) ('1=) (In.) ("1:)

-4.kl 8263 ,,.4,81 70.27

-4.41 03.23 -4.86 15474

-3,91 81.26 -4.56 84.00

-342 76.32 -4.41 8546

-295 76.02 -4.06 65,45

-2M 03.40 -391 68.36

-272 90.44 -351B 73.20

-2.48 491.97 -342 (B75

-225 724.20 -327 72,16

-2.17 735.50 -3.11 72.25

-200 745.70 -295 76.1EI

752.70 -20O-202 0O.0O

-1,94 755.90 -264 0476

-I.00 75460 -248 296.00

-1,70 76400 -2.33 679 10

-1.55 77094 -2,17 733.93

-I.30 7"/6.53 -2-02 756.65
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0.00 79437
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(_) ('F)
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-221 (I_0.32
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TableA3.X-axispressuredatameasuredatIheexitplane:seefigure24(c)

I1Jn qt mn4 run 4 (c4_d.)

x-e_ Wweure x.ed* proeoure x4ude peoeeurQ

pm_Jm poe_im
(k_) (p_) (in.) (peig) (_) Eo_g)

0.00 i007 -4.5o 0oo4 0.00 o._w

0.16 0.992 -4.00 0.004 016 0967

031 0.996 -3 r,,o 0004 0,31 0.977

0.47 1.004 -34.4 0004 0.47 0.973

063 1.010 -328 0004 0.63 0.984
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-1.25 0.986 2.95 0006

-I.0G 0.980 2.81 0.006

-094 0.966 297 0006

-076 0.978 3.13 0.006

-063 0.985 326 0.006

0.980 3.50-047
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-0 16 0975

0.006
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Table A4. X-axis temperature data measured at lhe exit plane: see figure 24(d)

runs rim4 nil 4 (cqmt.)
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Table A5. Y-axis pressure data measured one-half diameter downstream; see figure 25(a)
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-I 25 0.878

-I09 0972

y-exle pmeeum

p*_km
0"-) (.m_)

-4,50 0.023

-4.25 0.017

-37G 0016

-3.25 0.013

-Z7G 0011

-255 0.008

-245 0.004

-2.35 0010

-Z2G 0.029

-215 0.071

-206 0.155

-1,95 0.285

-1.7S 0.603

-125 0.950

-0.75 0.942

-0.25 0.916

0.00 0.910

0.25 0.916

Run 5 (oonl.)

`088 0.942

-0.72 0.933

-0.63 0.827

-047 0.917

-0,25 0905

-0.09 0.923

000 0927

016 0932

y,eXle /

(in.)

-4.75 0000

-450 0.000

.4.25 0.001

-376 0000

-325 0000

-?_75 0.000

-2.55 0.000

-245 0.000

-235 0.001

-Z25 0.017

-215 0.057

-2.06 0.133

-I.g6 0.240

-1.75 0.532

-125 0.936

`075 0.940

-0.25 0.6gQ

0.00 O.U7

0.25 0.683
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Table A6. Y-axis temperature data measured one-half diameter downstream; see figure 25(b)

(In.)

-&Ill

-&00

,4.41

.4.26

-391

-375

-354J

-342

-323

rim11

tram

('F)

77.97

711.43

72.25

79.72

78.83

8396

06.77

88.37

80¸47

-315 m.60

-307 92.22

-300 96.9e

-2,92

-284

-278

.2.ma

-2110

-253

-245

-237

-229

-22!

-2.14

-2O3

-IM

-166

-1.50

-141

-12'5

10094

10720

122.(;0

1111.3

230.04

263.00

3111.12

358,36

414.22

456.02

5_.31

574.36

964.94

725.36

74011

743¸66

751.49

fin.)

-5.111

-5,O0

-,441

,4,2'5

-391

-3711

-358

-342

-323

rim11

l'F)

06.53

82.03

rL11G

711.23

711.111

85.54

70.gQ

7332

96.17

-307 96.7'6

-2.02 117.73

-2.7S 202.52

-2(K)

-2.45

-2.29

-2.14

-2O3

-1.e

-I.1_

-I.41

-1,03

-O.im

,.O63

-,0.41

-O.23

`0.16

0.00

313.117

430.28

525.25

1135,118

tl84.711

746.91

777.41

7116.01

79028

7111).56

7110.12

789.25

785.1_

785.30

784.25

pe_Im, nm 3

yule tim

(1_) ('f)

-4.96 10.52

-4.41 111.45

-_191 111.65

-3.41 960.30

-2111 OO72

-2.71 05.48

-2111 049G

-2.51 106.48

-241 138.34

-2.31 186.61

-221 ;W,4.21

-2.11 330.22

-1.91 487.36

-1.41 719.84

`0.111 761.110

`0.41 740.41

-0.111 740.60

OO8 745.00

run11(=4mr)

-1.03 751.28

-0.96 753.44

-0.711 782.21

-0.63 754.74

-0.41 741100

-(123 7,1,1.24

-016 751.68

000 75369

Ilmllm. m 4

y.ede tmm

-4.91 7544

-4.96 76.28

-4.41 711.06

-391 711,30

-341 76.83

-_.91 711191

-271 77.31

-2111 8347

-2.51 98OO

-2.41 126.42

-2.31 183.15

-2-21 247.33

-211 3011.96

-1.01 420.78

-1.41 707.23

`0,91 742.64

-0.41 748,13

-0.111 75200

O.OO 763.05
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Table A7. X-axis pressure data measured one-half diameler downstream; see figure 25(c)

rim7 nm8 nm 8 (coraL)

x4Jde ixqmmmm x4xie pelemgt x4ude pmeeu_

polo. pede_ poe.km
(in.) U)dg_ (in.) (peig) (in.) (pd_

000 0900 -4.,50 0006

016 0.978 -400 0.006

031 0.076 -3.75 O.OO6

0 47 0.961 -344 0.006

063 0.978 -320 0.004

078 0.961 -313 0004

0 94 0.956 -297 0003

100 0.952 -281 0.001

125 0.943 -2-66 0.011

1.41 0.934 -2.50 0.073

156 0.949 -242 0.137

1.7'2 0.989 -234 02-26

108 0.077 -227 0.335

166 0.063 -219 0.4.52

203 0.927 -211 O.GaO

2.11 0.835 -ZOO 0.667

2.19 0,657 -1,95 0.736

2.27 0.469 -1.H 0,780

2.34 0.284 -172 0,662

242 0157 -156 0.902

2.50 0.073 -1.41 0.936

2.66 0.002 -1.25 0.962

2.81 -0.003 -I.OQ 0.662

2.97 -0003 -0.94 0.963

313 .0002 -070 0.95Q

328 -0001 .0.63 0.979

359 -0001 -047 0966

-0 31 0.974

.016 0967

0.00 0.977

016 0.9161

0.31 0967

047 0.967

0.63 0.947

078 0960

0.94 0932

1.0Q 0.917

1.25 0,92O

1 41 0.913

1.56 0.932

1 72 0.96,5

1 .aS O.gGQ

1.66 0.939

2.03 O.Ila6

2.11 0,767

219 0.507

2.27 0.411

234 0251

2.42 0.138

2.50 0062

2.66 0.006

2-61 0.002

2.97 0.004

313 0006

3.28 0.005

350 0.005
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Table AS. X-axis (emperature data measured one-half diameter downstream; see figure 25(d)

x.,mld,

J
(In.)

rim7 mnll

x,oadl* m u,mdl*

M • (e,nt.)

0,00 790.79 .-450 re,liB 0.00 796.114

016 71Hl.79 .4.00 04.25 0.16 796.53

031 7M.•O -375 92.Q6 0.31 790.00

0.47 ?87. tO -344 M+il6 0.47 794.98

0.63 700.38 -329 79.50 7'8,76

-3.13706.30 07.10

-2.11

0.63

042.14

0.70070

0.04

2-O3

784¸47

754.72

703.41 -2.97 81.40 0.04 795.67

1.09 764.64 -201 129.23 1.0Q "3'06.67

12.5 705.51 -2.66 224.50 1,25 793.38

1,41 793.19 -250 350.48 1.41 796.83

1.56 792.54 -2.42 412.1_ 1.66 800.07

1.72 792 70 -Z34 44304 1.72 002.06

1.08 792.12 -Z27 520.6 I.H 796.54

1.95 713.34 -219 5"/9.31 1,95 ?1M.96

2.03 756.46

2.11 006.01 -2.03 lI_..30 2.11 11a3.02

2.19 616,06 -1.95 748.83 2.19 612.90

227 543.30 -I.88 7?2.00 2.27 547.iil

2.34 474.10 -1.72 783, jul 2.34 475.50

2.42 410.23 -1.56 787.75 2.42 407.21

2.50 341.75 -1.41 787.07 2.60 336.77

2.66 16.24 - 12.5 706.71 2.•6 194.32

2.81 gC3.82 -1._ '702.ii9 2.81 84.80

297 7079 -0.94 79446 2.97 74.70

3.13 (_.17 -0.70 707.10 3.13 70.27

328 67.55 -063 795.0e 3.28 73.90

35_ 67.54 -0.47 794.76 3.50 8862

.031 70973

.016 797.5,0
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TableA9.Y-axispressuredalameasuredonediameterdownstream;seefigure26(a)

MI M_O

m _ J
J

-5.25 0,000 -525 0006

-5.OQ 0000 -5O2 0,00_

,4.75 0000 -475 0.007

`45;I 0,000 -454a 0.007

`425 0000 -425 0,007

`400 0000 ,40Q 0007

-375 0000 -375 0,006

-35G 0000 -36e O.(X)5

-336 0.000 -335 0,_

-327 0.000 -319 0007

-319 0.000 -3.04 0.021

-3 12 0.002 -2U 0049

-304 0015 -2.72 0.113

-296 0028 -257 0.211

.288 0.049 -241 0.368

-290 0077 -2.26 0538

-27"2 0,110 -20G 0.787

-265 0.151 -175 1,001

-257 0196 -1.50 1040

-249 0,254) -1.23 1009

-241 0325 .0_64 0.961

-233 0.3ge -0.53 0983

-226 0.486 -041 0968

-225 0,¢93 -0.25 On

-20Q 0.654 0.00 0 955

- 1.75 0923 0 16 0902

-1. r,o 0.979

-1.23 0963

im4m. nm 9

p,_ p,wm.
m.Jlkm

-4.50 0.0_

-350 0004

-305 0001

-280 0.000

-2.66 0.O24

-Z25 0.122

-1,75 0.555

-1.25 0.963

-1.26 0.941

-0.75 0.937

-0.25 0._7

0.00 0.914

0,25 0.914

-1.08

-0.84

-0.8Q

-0.53

-0.41

-0.25

-0O2

0.00

016

runI (_.ar.L)

0.945

0.9_8

0.927

0.908

0.897

0.905

0915

0.922

0933
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Table A I0. Y-axis temperature data measured one diameter downstrcam: see tigure 26(b)

iI

-541 63.O6

nmlO pml_ nm II

pedlkm peeUen
On.) C1_ On.)

-5.41 72.94 .-4.eS

-525 6344 -5.25 73.21 -31_

.,4.91 63.44 .4.91 71.13 .3.21

-4.75 6345 70.50 -2944.75

,,4.41-4.41 64.13 U.CO

-425 63.97 -4.2S 72.6_

-391 6400 -391 72.07

-375 64.10 -375 71,63

107.50

-3.51 80.16 -_L51

-343 93.29 -335

-335

127.02

153.84

-3.27

-319

-312

79.73

91.57

-310 131,28

-304 177.20

-29

-272

245,91

361.00I78.55

-3,04 204.42 -257 3111.06

-296 237.02 -241 447.88

-288 286.70 -225 513.43

-1.91

-1.75

-!.:31

-1.00

.0.00

-0.56

-0.41

.0.16

0.00

200.76-2.00 072.00

733.00

773.57

77II._

780.91

7II .I9

779.54

7110.63

7761_0

-271

-241

-1.91

-1.41

-1.41

-0,91

-0.41

-0.16

O.Oe

-1.23

-1.00

-,0,114

.0.eo

-O56

-0.41

-O.2S

.0.16

0.00

-272 329.67

-265 3G2.31

-257 384.46

-249 426.42

-241 462.40

-241 443.05

-225 83001

-1 91 67"7 25

-1.75 726.79

-139 771.97

1_.34

I0.75

8647

96.35

le0.46

264.3,3

47251

871I 7'7

605.34

750 10

740.64

740.60

742.50

nm e (cam.)

774.34

771.56

77722

T'_.II3

779.11

777.31

777.41

775.96

776.51
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Table A 11. X-axis pressure data measured one diameter downstream; see I'igure 26(c)

rim1! rim12 peWllm, mn 0

x.4ude _ x.,mde peueu_ x4xJo peooou_

_ peeH_
(in.) (.,=,ig) (_.) (j,,_) pin.) (.m_)

o.oo o._ -4.o_ o.ooe o.oo o913

O. 15 0.971 -375 0.007 0.26 0910

0.31 0.962 -344 0,006 0.75 0.925

0.47 0967 -313 0007 1,2'5 0.935

063 0.957 -281 0040 1,75 0827

0.78 0,840 -250 0,101 2.26 0320

094 0.921 -219 0.407 2.85 0.061

1.0G 0906 -1.U 0902 2.75 0,036

1.25 0919 -1,56 0.891 2.96 0016

1,41 0919 -1.25 0.962 2.95 0.003

1.56 0.934 -0.94 0983 3.06 0.000

1,7"2 0.930 .0,63 09?9 3.26 0000

1.M 0.903 -0.31 0.971 3.71; 0.000

195 0.056 0.00 0.906

2.0Q 0.772 0.31 0.985

2.11 0.071 0,63 0947

2.19 0.566 0.94 0.938

2.27 0.481 125 0.931

2.34 0.345 1.r_ 0.943

242 0.256 1JB 0._9

2.50 0.179 2.19 0.575

266 0.072 2.50 0196

281 0.017 2,81 0034

297 0.000 313 0006

313 O.OQO 344 0005

3.28 0(230 3.75 0.007

3 5e 0000 4 06 0008

391 0000

422 0000



Table A I2. X-axis temperature data measured one diameter downstream: see figure 26(d)

x..e,lde

(in.)

O.OO

rim11 rim12 IMllm. nm 9

temp.

('r)

71W,10

x-ede

_)

-4.06

0.1(; 7811.31 -375

0.31 71_.20 -344

0.47 790.1_ -313

mm

('r)

73.07

111.07

88.91

147.00

0.63 7011.75 -291 280.W

0.78 7011.79 -2.50 40S. 11

0.04 797.28 -2 19 650.10

t.Oe 705.91 -I.98 776.12

125 704.50 -1.M 773.72

1.41 788.51 -1.25 7114.31

1.541 790.34 -0.114 7118.83

1.7'2 772.112 .4163 7117.77

1.09 _._"l_ -0.31 79244

1.96 M1.61

2.03

O.OO

0.31

0.113

63728

502..OOP'11

791.00

787.76

7'83,48

2.19 849.62 0.94 79616.38

2.27 508,14 1.25 785.44

2.34 472.21 1.96 711_,31

2.4,2 434.21 1.Q8 727.08

2.50 306.64 2.19 567.32

2.116 324.70 2.50 409.57

2.81 251.65 2.81 250.71

2.97 178.31 3.13 121.90

3.13 117.49 3.44 71,53

3.28 M.M 3.75 65.46

3.511 67.46 406 64.96

3.91 67.17

66.604.22

X._kB
I.._km

(1,1,) ('F)

O.OO 74378

0.25 742.441

0,76 740.60

125 744.07

1.76 67024

2.26 448.01

2.65 287.411

2.75 245.46

2.96 207.96

2.96 172.30

3.06 137.811

3.25 1O25O

3.75 96.5,4

4()



Table A 13. Y-axis pressure data measured two diameters downstream; see figure 27(a)

w IS

y,4m_ m

(_) _)

-525 0.000

-50GI 0.000

-425 0.000

•..4.0GI 0.000

-4O6 OJXX)

-398 0.000

-3gO 0.000

-3.82 0.00_

-375 0004

-357 0._

-350 0.010

-351 0.015

-343 0.017

-336 0.023

-3.2B 0.033

-320 0.043

-312 0063

-304 0.065

-2.95 0083

-21W 0.100

-2.73 0.143

-2.65 0.165

-2-56 0.205

-241 0,287

mn Is (cone)

y-exle peleeure

p,_lvon
(in.) (.'_9)

-225 03a7

-209 0486

-1.94 0625

-1.75 0,764

-1.50 0072

-1.25 0.970

-1 (_ 0,977

-0.75 094_

..ose 0._

..<3.25 0917

-0,0e 0.926

0.00 0930

0.16 0936

nm 14 Imdlm. nm IO

y-exle pmem y.exJe pnmure
podV,m pedv,,n

(In.) _ (1_) (p,q;)

-525 0.006 -4.75 0.011

-5.00 0.006 -360 0.003

-4.25 0.004 -336 0003

-408 0002 -310 0.024

-4,06 0003 -275 0.064

-390 0.004 -225 0 191

-375 0.0_ -175 0434

-35G 0.013 -1.25 0.779

-3.43 0034 -0.75 0.932

-3,28 0062 ,.0.25 0.917

-312 O.(m3 0.00 0 931

-2.96 0.122 0.26 O1_

-273 0.221

-2,56 0.300

-241 0.407

-225 O.S,_ll

-1.94 o.71m

-1.75 0.884

-1.25 1.006

-0.75 0.976

-0.25 0.945

-0.00 0.957

0.00 0.951

016 0.976

4i



Table A I4. Y-axis temperature data measured two diameters downslream; see figure 27(b)

nan SS nan 13 (cent.)

y.ede Yam y-exk,

pn.) _ (111.)

-541 62.87 -241

-5.25 42.87 -225

•,4.41 6844 -2.0Q

-4.25 76.01 -1.91

-421 84.97 -1.75

-4.14 87.28 -1.41

4O6 90.30 -1.25

-396 10650 .0.91

-390 111.13 -0.76

-382 118.33 -0.41

-375 137.72 .0.25

-367 148.57 -0.16

.3 r,n 1_.44 0.00

-351 173.20

-343 187.07

-3.36 2O0.99

-320 21607

-320 229.76

-312 247.64

-304 268.00

-2.W :3_. 5,f,

-281 317.98

-272 34337

-25E; 385.30

_n14 pmam.,m W

m y4W* mm y_,d, m
peVqkm

('F) (W) _ _) ('10

427.20 -641 _.nm -4.91 74,68

441 44 -625 8296 -376 0645

813.0e -4.41 68.80 -3.51 107.91

641.81 -4.26 76.;_6 -3.26 146.62

816;.91 -4.21 80.31 -201 211.46

707.20 -4.68 93.10 -241 318.60

740.68 -390 117.S1_ -1.91 440 Ski

772. Wt -376 134.40 -1.41 _M1.24

777.82 -360 168.36 .0.91 002-47

77900 -343 201.03 -041 742.85

"779.32 -3.20 229.07 .-0.18 73077

7"79.68 -312 26225 0.68 733. 79

779.74 -21m 322. "to

-2.'72 3641.;M

-266 416.19

-2.41 481JW

-2.00 542.06

-1.9! 506.68

-1.41 7'31.03

.0.91 71K).67

-0.41 702.58

-025 781.74

.0 16 705.33

0.00 778.01
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Table A I5. X-axis pressure data measured Iwo diameters downstream; see figure 27fc)

rm 16 _m 16 (cent) _m !1 nm 19 (¢,m.)

x-ede pmem_ x4ude peeeewo x.mde pmeetmD x4.J_ pmeeuro

0.00 0.968 2,10 0480 -456 O.OOe 0.83 0.919

016 0956 2.27 0424 -406 0.008 0.94 0903

0.31 O._M3 234 0.372 -378 0011 125 0858

0.47 0.936 242 0318 -344 0.023 1.56 0.786

063 0925 2.50 0283 -3,13 0.068 1.88 0.714

0 78 0911 266 0.204 -281 O, 127 2 19 0 501

0.94 0.8Q5 2.81 0133 -250 0.246 2.80 0.30_

1.09 0881 2.97 0,081 -210 0407 2.81 0.163

125 0.872 313 0.046 -I, tua 0.617 313 0,074

1.41 0.850 3.211 0.017 -186 0.814 3.44 O.OQ9

1.56 0.831 3.54) 0.000 -1,25 0.936 3.75 0.010

1.72 0.767 3.91 OOO0 -094 0.962 4.06 0004

1.88 0.688 4.22 0.000 -063 0966

1 ._ 0.836 4153 O_ -0.31 0.967

2.03 0.616 4.84 0000 0.00 0.997

2.11 0.540 516 0.000 0.31 0945

4_



Table A I6. X-axis temperature data measured two diameters downstream: see figure 27(d)

nm li am IS (c_¢) n_ 11 am le (em¢)

000 792.12 -4.56 73.02 0.63 7'03.47

0.16

031

0.47

794.34

793.58

794.44

-4.06

-375

-344

9(,.02

x.em
ixmakm

(in.) ('F)

2.19 51336

2.27 49230

234 473,96

2.42 449.24

250 433.71

266 d10450

261 354.33

297 312.76

3,13 270.07

3.28 Zh40.llO

3.50 177.52

3.91 11206

4.22 10.53

4.53 69.40

4.84 66,00

5.16 68.48

148.20

204.41

0.94

1.25

1.041

m.71

005.21

0.63 708.30 -313 291.73 2.19 520.22

078 765.97 -281 361.60 2.50 440.50

0.94 78142 -2.50 434,67 2.81 360.79

t.0fl 770.99 -2.19 519.23 3.13 285.83

1.25 753.73 -1.6 004.05 3.44 213.81

1.41 727.61 .1.r_ 607.30 3.75 160.19

-1.25 712.00 4.06 104,25

-0.94 760.30

1.5& mm.o2

1.72 642,06

1.80 rm7.2_ -0.63 702.10

1.95 57fl,61 -031 7_0.44S

2.03 566.96 0.00 7ll4.60

2.11 541.73 0.31 792.03
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TableAIT.Y-axispressuredatameasuredthreediametersdownstream;seefigure28(a)

-320

-305

-275

y.exle ImNma_

-5.3Q 0.000

-524 0.000

-508 0.000

-4.92 0001

-4 77 0001

-461 0.0O3

-.445 0.003

-4 38 0.004

-43O 0.OO3

.ZSO

-Z26

-2.00

-1.75

.lr, a

-1.25

mn 17 (com.)

imeeure

0.077

0104

0.196

0.201

0368

0.450

O.Ul

0758

0.884

-422 0.0_

-414 0.003

-4.06 0.010

-3.99 0.007

-3 I;11 0.012

-383 0.017

-375 0.019

-367 0026

-360 0.027

-352 0037

-344 O.O43

"3._ 0.057

-0.09 0.936

000 0.940

0.16 0.940

0.31 0.942

0.47 0937

nm !1

y,,U_ j

0-.)

-4.0Q 0,000

-4.77 0.000

-4.45 0003

-4,3O O.OO0

-4114 0.0_0

-3_ 0029

.3_ 01047

-307 0048

-3._. 0.0_7

-336 0.126

-306 0212

-275 0.324

-2.50 0435

-225 0.526

-1.78 0.773

-1.26 0.1133

-0.75 O.9m

-0.25 0935

-008 0.03Q

0.00 094G

0.16 0.047

Iam41¢i¢ rim 11

-&25 0.000

-4,15 0000

-390 0.006

-365 0.010

-3.25 0.035

-2.25 0153

-1.76 01314

-1.2G 0.G27

-0.75 0,712

-0.25 0.852

0.00 0.880
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Table A 18. Y-axis temperature data measured three diameters downstream; scc figurc 28(b)

M 17

r4=l,
poelvm

II..)

-5S_S

-IS.3e

-lt24

-&Oe

-4.92

-4.77

-4.61

4.S3

-4.45

4.311

-4.30

-4.22

-4.14

4.104

-39g

-39 '

-31Lt

-3.7S

-3.07

-360

-352

nm17Item.)

l-r-) (i..) l-r-)

68rm -3.36 247.01

73.41 -3.20 267.33

77.79 -2.91 338.64

711.45 -2116 3611.16

86.21 -241 417.441

102.86 -2.25 451.10

108.23 -1.91 627.20

104.78 -!.75 5_41.00

112.71 - 1.41 631.77

106.82 -1.25 469.45

110.83 -0.91 72907

137.90 -0.75 741162

132.88 "0.41 709.86

140.30 .025 776.64

154.40 41111 775.13

15G.83 0.00 7'74.01

172.16 0.16 772.48

11_.31 0.31 766.36

198.24

206.49

226.38

m 10

pedlkm
(I..) ('t')

-6.06 14.00

.4.92 103.42

.4.61 12045

-4.48 130.49

•.4.30 1t_.111

•4.14 179.56

-3gg 206.04

-383 2041_

-367 247.00

._tr_. 2LI.611

-3.20 342. I0

•Z91 3N.S3

._..IM 44127

-Z41 4'77,11g

-1.91 U4.11

-I.41 1113.12

•0.91 ?60. _a

•,0.41 71121MI

•4125 1115.7'3

,0.15 711643

0.00 7112.54

p_ IPun 11

(in.)

-5.41 72.40

-4.31 97.02

.4.04 121.44

-3.i11 137.00

-341 182.711

-241 316.32

-1.91 403.93

-1.41 4841M

,0.91 6441.116

-0.41 626.12

-016 682.43
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Table A I9. X-axis pressurc data measured three

diameters downstream: sec t'igurc 28(c)

Table A20. X-axis temperature data measurcd three

diametcrs downstrcam; sec figure 28(d)

nan 10 mn 10 (cent.)

x-exle _ x,exle iNeeoum

(i,!.) (jx,_) (In.) (;.d_

-5.00 0.006

•4 66 0.007

-4.06 0.021

-375 O.03G

.3.44 0.079

-313 0 129

-281 0.203

-2.50 0.294

-2.19 0.429

-1.88 0.571

-1.513 0.720

-1.25 0861

4)94 0.930

4163 0966

4).31 0.95@

0.00 0._0

0.31 0.95@

0.63 0.936

0.94 0.873

1.26 08(36

156 0 710

188 0.588

2.19 0.467

2.50 0.343

2.61 0.236

3.13 0.147

3.44 O.Oel

375 0.048

4.06 0.022

4.86 0.0O6

6.00 0.01_

nm se run se (com.}

x-e.,de wmp,

On.) ('F)

-500 0791

-4.56 12231

-4.06 17747

-375 216 12

-344 26624

-313 321.11

-281 375.16

i250 432.52

-2.19 49401

-1.88 550.93

-1.56 61945

-1.25 _.$7

-0,94 74201

-0.63 773.10

-0.31 781.53

x,,,exl*

(In.) ("f)

0.00 784.75

0.31 77926

0.63 760 73

094 724.91

1.26 66427

1.56 5@9.57

1.88 54732

2.19 4119.53

2.50 44093

Z81 38893

3.13 325.50

3.44 277.76

3.75 220 r_)

4.06 101.44

4,5K 124.76

500 92.32
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Table A2 I. Y-axis pressure data measured four diameters downstream; see figurc 29(a)

-438 0.022

-4.30 O.G_2

-4.23 0.019

-4.15 O.036

-37S 0058

-358 0.077

-3_25 0.138

-308 O. 14,2

-275 0.2:$D

-Z_ O.;m2

-241 0.342

-225 0.457

-20g 0.490

-200 0.517

-IB4 0565

-180 0.615

mull 1'I

Ilmetwm

tin.) Imklt

-67G 0.000

-6. r'a 0.001

•52S 0001

-SCe 0.003

-4.77 0.011

-4.62 0.016

-4.46 0.024

-4.30 0.036

-4.16 0.043

-3 75 0.067

-3,25 0.171

-2.7G 0.308

-Z_ 0364

-22S O.qlO

-1. TM 0.910

-O.75 0.943

-0.SQ 0.940

-0.25 0937

-0.00 0.930

0.00 0.927

0.16 0.90e

IINWMm, Inlm 12

y,,ede m

(IIL) 0X,ql)

-525 0.000

-4.76 0.000

.4.50 0000

•4.25 0.006

-325 0.049

-2.25 0.180

-1.25 0.403

-075 0.864

-0.25 0.684

0.00 0746

0.25 _602
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Table A22. Y-axis temperature data measured t'our diameters downstream; see figure 29(b)

run _0 run _0 (conL) run 21 pm41m, run 12

y<ude lamp. y4xle _ _ temp. y-exle temp.
poeC_n _ podV4,n pedVon

(in.) ('_ (in.) ('_ (in.) _ (In.) ('F)

-591 7114 -1.91 498 90 -691 71.97 -541 il600

-S75 7S74 -175 S3024 -5.75 r7.2e -.491 93.30

-541 86,07 -1.66 534 24 -54" 9390 -4,66 11225

-5.25 g430 -150 564 33 -6.26 106,61 .441 13696

-493 111JI5 -141 682 29 -4.93 132.61 -341 214.e0

-4.85 128.27 -1.25 6(_, 46 ,..4.T/ 149.93 -241 322.28

-4 7"7 133 13 -0 91 1861,14 -4.62 164.26 -I 41 432.82

-4.69 13879 -0 75 ¢_5 84 -4.46 181.21 -091 492.10

-4.62 171.52 -041 723.82 -4 30 197.33 -041 635.50

-4 54 16425 -025 73,4. :_ -391 Z_43.79 -016 568.47

-446 IG4.1_ -0 16 72602 -341 306.44 0.00 881.1_

-4.318 163.22 000 73048 -291 381.99

-430 190.26 -275 403.8_

-391 221.56 -241 44_ 18

-375 23Q37 -216 44L3.gQ

-3.41 290.83 -191 51504

-325 29219 -1.66 656.19

-2.91 354.20 -1.41 eOG25

-275 38000 -125 630.89

-256 :3Q0.78 -091 684.36

-241 449.74 -075 707.46

-225 441 24 -041 736.64J

-216 46574 -0.25 742 62

-200 484.74 -016 735.70

-lgG 500.57 000 726.75
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Table A23. X-axis pressure data measured four diameters

d()wnstream; see figure 29(c)

Table A24. X-axis temperature data measured four

diameters downstrcam: see figure 29(d)

nm n nm n (_m.)

x.e:de U

J
¢,m.)

-6.00 0.007

-6.50 0006

-500 0.OIM

-456 0.015

4.06 0037

-3.75 0.066

-3.44 0.110

-313 0.150

.2.111 0.204

.2.50 0.301

-219 0.400

-I.M 0.rQ9

-1.86 0.683

-1.25 0.772

-0.94 0.061

4163 0.923

-0.31 0.9_

x.elae pmm_

I,,,*,km

0.00 0,921

0.31 0.004

0.63 0.8,,,,941

094 0 745

1.25 0.668

1.86 0.503

1.88 0.485

2.19 0.4G)

2,86 0.326

2.01 0.287

3.13 0186

3,44 0 138

3.76 0006

4.06 0.063

4.86 0.023

5.00 0.012

5.t50 0.006

4.00 0.007

x,,ull

p.dlkm
(In,)

..6OO

runll Km 12 (_nt.)

imm

('r)

70.86

-66G 86.91

-SO0 120JM

-486 161.61

-4.06 20e.32

-375 251 .ill}

-344 291.62

-313 331.27

-281 373.14

-ZS0 425.43

-2.19 476.00

-1.86 &_O._l

-1.1M 574.711

-125 1134.23

-094 1100.64

•.0.1_3 ?24.84

-031 76106

x,,*,d* lllnqlL

pn.) t'F)

0.00 747.47

0.31 7'_4.10

0.63 867.88

0.94 633.00

125 682.78

1.86 648.16

l.g 490.05

2.19 4411.86

2,60 422.26

2.01 3111.1_.

3.13 344S.35

3.44 306.11

3.75 _41.00

4.06 223.22

4.86 1711.06

5.00 144.34

6.60 113.110

600 114,57
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Table A25. Y-axis pressure data measured five diameters downstream: see figure 30(a)

Itmll

M

-7.25 0.004

-6.75 0003

-6.25 0.000

-600 0.002

-594 0001

run za(_mt)

y.,,d, pm,_
I_mO,

(In.) (pd¢)

-313 0177

•297 0.100

-281 0.219

-2U 0248

-250 0.304

-578 0000 -234 0.348

-5.63 0,005 -Z19 0.418

-5.47 0006 -203 0433

-5.31 0.010 -1.08 0.484

.6.16 0.014 -1.25 0.700

-5.00 0014 -1.0g 0.748

4,84 0.013 -075 0.821

-,4.08 O.nc_ -050 0.1i58

-4,53 0.026 -0.25 0.875

-4.36 0034

-4.22 0060

-4,08 0064

-391 0.075

-3.75 0.075

-35Q 0.005

-344 0.131

-326 0130

-0.08 0,9_

000 0.850

0.19 0.841

nmlNI i_am. nm 11

y,e]d, pmem y.ede pmem

(_) (.m_d (in.) (pq4g)

-7.25 0001 -$76 0.000

-6 75 0.000 -&25 0006

-._,26 0.000 .600 O.CX)4

-594 0,00_ -4.75 0003

-563 0.003 -4.25 0.020

-531 0.006 -3.25 0.072

-5.00 0.015 -Z25 0.1_

_1 _ 0 . _ -1.75 0.260

-4.38 0.061 -1,25 0.343

-4.06 0.078 -0.75 0.481

-3,75 0114 -0,2t5 0.563

-344 0152 0.00 0.612

-313 0.219 0.26 0.622

-291 0282

-250 0308

-2.19 0482

-1.08 O.566

-1.25 0.737

-0.75 0.046

-0.25 0.664

0.00 0.640

0,16 0.001
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Table A26. Y-axis temperature data measured five diameters downstream: see figure 30(b)

nm m m. a (cmt.)

(_} ('F) p..) ('I=)

-741 6300 -320 204,38

-6.91 N.38 -313 308.15

441 00.82 -2.97 320.48

.025 79.42 -2.01 336.441

-6.00 76.76 -266 37143

-sg4 82.17 -250 376.27

-5.78 91.91 -234 421.46

-5`63 107.06 -2 19 426,47

-5`47 1-16.86 -2.03 444,54

-5,31 138.67 -1.41 534.90

-5.16 140.03 -1.25 663.29

-5.00 145.84 -091 5G2.06

.4.84 194.56 -0.75 613.05

-,4.(Ig 14628 -0.41 6,44.80

-4.53 176.25 -0.25 080.91

-4.30 203.01 -0.16 640.I_

-4.22 219.90 0.00 ll80.95

.,4.(:G 232.5O

-391 222,93

-375 242,"_

-3.50 26851

273,90-344

n,mM pmlk_.m IS

peelko
P_) ('F) OL) ('f)

-7.41 ¢H1,,23 -4,01 76.21

-6,91 70.92 -5.41 110.96

-4.41 00.15 -5.16 112.40

"6.00 M.?6 -,4.91 119.51

-5,78 100.32 -441 188.74

-5,47 123.79 -341 232.00

-5` 18 144.70 -241 318.19

-4.04 171.97 -1.91 306.72

-4.63 IN,06 - 1.41 406.30

-4.22 225.77 -0.91 451,11e

-3.91 2_,11.56 .0.41 407.27

-360 202.95 -0.16 600.69

-320 324.21 O.Og 521.38

-2.97 358,12

-206 397,17

-234 434.93

-203 473.19

-1.41 55661

-0.91 911.14

-4141 883.Sk3

-0.10 157.04

0.00 666.31
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Table A27. X-axis pressure data measured five diameters

downstream: see figure 30(c)

Table A28. X-axis temperature data measured five

diameters downstream; see figure 30(d)

nm S _ as (©era.)

x,ezlle Ix_mx_ x<_M

4100 001_ 000 0.880

-660 0.013 0.31 O.B04

-5CO 0.025 0£)3 0737

4.56 0.CO7 0.04 0.065

-4,06 0064 1.25 0._2

-375 0007 1,56 0.604

-3 44 O. 132 1.08 0.437

-313 0178 Zig 0.387

-281 0.233 2.50 0.307

-2_50 0.302 2.01 024g

-210 0.377 3.13 0.190

-I.U 0.462 34.4 0.149

-1.56 0.577 375 0.119

-1.25 0.602 4.06 0.064

-0.94 0.774 4.56 0.0411

.-0.63 0.837 5.00 0.027

.031 0.1t6_ 8.50 0.013

8.CO 0.008

050 O.OOS

7.CO O.(X_

elmIS nm tS (com.)

x.ead* Imm x.,de Imm

(I..1 _F) (_.) ('r3

-6.CO 06.81 O.CO III£_I ILl

-550 131.63 0.31 649.73

-5,00 167.78 0.6.3 61080

...4.56 19731 o.g4 061.88

4.06 23701 1.215 5,11.006

-3.75 273.0161 1_ 50396

-344 30553 188 475.88

-313 337.2g 2.19 43871

-281 370,88 2.50 407.1_

-2.50 419.22 201 375.84

-2.10 45362 3.13 338.04

-1.1511 495.53 3.44 314.01

-1.56 52936 3.78 282.01

-1.25 576.24 4.06 252.43

.0.g4 61029 4.54 200.W

-,0._ 1181.79 5.CO 174.37

-0.31 0,88.05 5.50 143.00

6.CO 113.83

6.50 93.37

7.CO 76.35
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TableA29.Y-axispressuredatameasuredsixdiametersdownstream;seefigure31(a)

Mill

y.,eade

pn.)

-725 0.006

.6.75 0003

-6.25 0006

..6.00 0007

-rxlM 0006

-5711 0.010

-S.(13 0.013

-$.47 0011

,5.31 0,016

-,_16 0.016

-SO0 0.023

-4.04 0.03O

..4.110 0.031

.4.53 0.O62

-4.3O 0.060

-4.22 0067

•.4.O6 0004

-3.01 0.000

-378 0.114

-3 r'a 0.130

-344 0.1(10

-3.28 0.192

,m Ill (_m.) nml7

y.czd, _ re, de
W._m imakm

-313 0.191 -_2_ 0,001

-2.97 0.238 -7.26 0,000

-2,111 0.232 .6.25 0.002

-_..N 0.295 -5.94 0.006

-260 0.306 -5.63 0.014

-234 0.346 -_31 0.016

-210 0.3_l -ltO0 0.030

-2,03 0422 ..4,110 0.044P

-1.M 0443 -4.38 0.075

-1.25 0.608 -4.06 0.110

-1.00 0,647 -378 O. 148

-0.78 0.710 -3.44 0.180

-0.60 0._ -3.13 0.234

-0.25 0.763 -2.111 0.290

-O.OD 0.770 -2,50 0,362

000 0.756 -ZIO 0.429

0.16 0.748 -I.INi 0.600

-1.25 O.427

-(175 0.723

-O.25 0.756

0.00 O736

016 0.720
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Table A30. Y-axis tcmpcra(ure data measured six diame(ers downstream; see figure 31(b)

RiIH

(in.) ¢'F)

-741 74.60

-691 73,26

-_41 97.93

-6.25 109.50

-6,0Q 101 .I)6

-594 11665

-S,78 133 56

-5.&3 128 50

• 5,47 143 16

-531 145.72

-516 156.51

-S.O0 171.56

-404 18674

-4,69 202.34

-4.53 201.83

-4.38 211 28

-4.22 240.29

-4.06 23886

-3.91 252.86

-375 27227

-3.50 29349

-344 314 75

nm H (com.)

y.ede mm

(h_) ('1:)

nan 17

yule tam
ix_akn

pL) t'F)

-328 30g,M -41,41 _.t4

-3.13 332.93 -7.41 86.89

-Z97 333.60 -6,41 H87

-2.B1 371 11 -6,00 11726

-286 371,91 -&78 135,86

-2,50 385.64 -&47 151,71

-234 306.94 -&16 170,04

-219 422.23 -4.1M 194.63

-203 430.04 -4.53 216.15

-1.41 494.47 -4.22 240.16

-1.25 502.85 -tt91 268.42

`0.91 534.40 -36G 296.74

-.0,75 54&48 -328 322.44

-'0.41 586.17 -297 363.36

-026 572_00 -ZIM 300.40

..0.16 674.48 -2.34 410.45

0.00 575.44 -2.03 ,438.00

-1.41 491.84

-4101 533.06

,.,0.41 ,_r18.86

-0.16 568.53

0.00 567.21
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Table A31. X-axis pressure data measured six diameters

downstream; see figure 3 I(c)

Table A32. X-axis temperature data measured six

diameters downstream; see figure 31(d)

U run m (cont.}

x.,umq_

(m_) (p-km)

-7.(10 0006

-$.50 0.006

.0OO

-5,5O

0.007

0013

-SO0 0032

14,56 01046

4.00 0.O77

-375 0.113

-344 0.141

-3.13 0.1117

-2.81 0.237

-?-50 0.293

-Z 19 Om_

"1.011 0.440

-1.66 0.822

-0.94 0,1164

-003 0.700

.031 0,723

x.ex_ pmwum

0.00 0.702

0.31 O.IM8

063 0.423

0.94 0.664

125 0.470

1.60 0419

1.00 g,_dl

_'19 0.304

2.50 0.200

2.111 0.206

3.13 0.176

344 0.147

3.75 0.113

4.00 0.007

4.56 0.040

S.O0 0.027

5.50 0.010

600 0.002

6.5O 0.000

7.OO 0.000

x41de

¢,_)

N _ N (com.)

temp.

C"F)

-700 90441

-4.50 100,10

•6,00 128.40

-55O 156 1,6

-8.00 102.47

4.56 215.69

-400 257:30

.'i75 293_

-344

-313

-2.111

-2.50

-Z19

-1.6

-1.511

-t.2S

310.90

342.40

378.61

412.15

44.1.19

476.15

505.0$

534.05

-1194 _.=')

-0.63 57552.

-031 683.47

x4xOe mup.
poelVen

(on.)

O.GO 683,68

031 240.7'2

0.$3 545,77

0.0,4 522.32

1.25 _._

1.56 456.29

2.19 414.41

2.60 2411.22

281 364.72

3.13 337.83

344 312.16

3.7S ;M2.4,4

4.00 2G5.60

4.511 215.03

500 106.24

550 150.04

6.00 134.e2

060 110.44

700 95.02
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Table A33. Y-axis pressure dam measured seven

diameters downstrcanl: see figure 32(a)

Table A34. Y-axis temperature data measured seven

diameters downstream; see tigure 32(b)

nmm

y.,ul_

wJ_
On.) (Pdm

41.25 0006

-7.25 0.006

.6.25 0.011

-&94 0016

-6,63 0025

-531 003_

-500 0.064

.-4.(_ 0.073

•4.38 0006

-406 0.122

-375 0.151

-344 0.186

-313 0.229

nm u (_t)

_d.de Wwe.re
pe_kn

On.) (IP_)

-281 0.2112

-260 0.331

-219 0.387

.1.1_ 0434

-1.26 O._,3

-075 0.624

-02G 0.$27

0.00 0507

0.16 0.576

0.25 0.560

050 0.533

0.75 0.504

nlnm

wmakm
£,L} ('f)

.6.41 07.10

-7.41 79.38

-6.41 121f_

-6.0Q 13642

-&78 153.45

-G.47 16866

-516 101.63

-4._1 212.27

-4.53 2:10.63

4.22 261.36

-391 269.9Q

-351) 290.70

-32J 314.42

nm _, (oraL)

(_) C'F)

-297 341.1_

-266 363.16

-234 387.96

-203 410.10

-141 460.17

-0.91 494.§7

-0.41 503.67

-0.16 606.53

0 O0 4.97._

OOG 4Q7.25

034 4.94.m

0 50 4.831_I
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Table A35. Y-axis pressure data measured eight

diarncters downstrcam; see figure 33(a)

Table A36. Y-axis temperature data measured eight

diameters downstream; sec figure 33(b)

nmllO

M

pn.) _1

-794 0OO2

-7.63 0.0O3

-7.31 0.004

-7.00 0.004

-660 0008

.6.34 0.014

.6,01 0019

-rxT5 o029

-5.4,4 0.041

-513 0.050

-481 0.070

•450 0.005

-4.19 0.116

-3.H 0.127

runm (cent)

p,mm
p,_km

(In,) (W_

-356 0.170

-3.25 0.190

-294 0.231

-263 0.281

-231 0.313

-200 O.346

- 1.00 O.,It_

-1.36 O.436

-1.04 0.444

-0.75 0.501

..,0.44 0.514

-0.13 0.515

0.19 0.490

0.80 0.471

0.75 0.445

nanam

rein m
p_akm

pL) ¢i_

-8.41 78.65

4.0e 02.00

-7.711 102/i

-7.47 N2'S

-7.10 113.57

.604 116,39

4.53 130.34

-.0,_"_ 141.71

-5.01 158,73

-5,50 179,83

-5.20 193.90

-497 206.93

-4.08 218.51

-4.34 240,76

-403 _L9,64

am So(_)

ump.

(In.)

-372 277.H

-3,41 295.77

.30G 313.73

-ZTII 340.26

-247 361.18

-216 363.61

-1.1M 3J3.75

-I,$3 4_2.31

-1._ 411.90

.0.01 4_1,.7O

-0.50 430.33

-0,211 438.58

0.03 444,60

0.34 440.88

0.50 434.21
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Table A37. Y-axis pressure data measured nine diameters

downstream; see figure 34(a)

Table A38. Y-axis temperature data measured nine

diameters downstream: scc figure 34(b)

nm:ll

y.e.de

-30,6

-356

-325

-29,4

-263

-231

°200

-I.W

-1.38

-1.06

-0.76

-O44

-0.13

0.19

0.50

y.,l:dkl

¢11.|

-1026 0.0_

-925 0.001

-0.25 0.001

-794 0,002

-7.63 0.003

-731 0005

-ZOO 0.015

•6,1_ 0.014

-6.38 0.025

-.6.GS 0.041

-6.75 0O45

-5.44 0.062

-513 0.071

-481 O.OGI

•.4.6O 0.106

-419 0.129 0.75

m. :sz t_mt)

o.167

o.189

0.216

0.245

0.280

0.300

0.349

0,373

0.404

0.424

0438

0.427

0413

0.397

0.329

0.313

nan 11

(in.) c,r-)

-I0.41 6466

-9.41 1_,,,6.6

-41.41 1295

-8,0Q 96.03

-7.7,6 106.N

-7,47 11672

-Z16 132.65

-6.84 137,19 -I.,64

-.6,53 153.611 -1.53

-622 183.2,6 -1.22

-8.91 187.110 -0.01

-5.5Q 202.13 -.O.Se

-S211 21660 -0.2B

-4.07 227.65 0.03

0.34

0.511

nm 31 (c_t)

y,sxk tmm

(_) ('r')

-403 27368

-372 296.22

-341 306. r'a

-300 322.34

-27,6 336.08

-247 351,90

-216 3_1.37

379.34

31_.75

403.441

410.20

406,6e

405.84

,103._

3711.36

379.30
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Tablc A39. Y-axis pressure data measured ten diameters

downstream; see figure 35(a)

Table A40. Y-axis temperature data measured ten

diameters downstream; see figure 35(b)

mit

IIi1.1 _ 0111.1

..4.19

-3,88

-3.55

-3.25

-2.94

-253

-231

-11.25 0.006

-10.25 0.008

-9.25 0.009

4.75 0.011

425 0 017

-7,94 0.0111

-7,1;3 0.025

-7.31 0028

-7.00 0033

-_$g 0.037

4.311 0.040

-6.05 0060

-8.76 0.057

-5.44 0.079

-I 13 O.OU

-4.81 0.086

.4.50 0.120

0.19

0.60

.m U (mint.)

llm,l, mml

0.148

(_llm

0,101

0.211

0.236

0.2113

0.2_

-200 0.311

-1.6g 0,329

-1.38 0.334

-1,1_ 0.336

-0.75 0.942

•0.44 0.342

-0.13 0.321

0.306

0.2711

nan _t nm 12 (mini.)

1_) ¢'F) (_) ¢'r')

-11.41 91.90 I .434 273.1_

I

-10.41 103.72 I -403 29397
I

•9.41 114.N -372 297.21

.891 125.11Q -341 303.34

-841 140.06 -300 313.1t2

.808 14551 -278 3284,5

-7.78 155,1MI -247 337.51

-7.47 161.62 -Z16 347.30

-7.16 171.341 -1.84 362.01

,41.84 179.74 -1.53 386.13

41,.S3 191.1111 -1.22 386.44

-6.22 204.20 -091 367.62

-5,91 212.25 -0.58 360.91

-S.m 223.42 -0.28 354JI4

-6.211 233.49 0.03 363._

-4.97 237.00 0.34 343.43

•4.1)8 254.9_
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Appendix B

Weather Data





Table B I. Wealher dala Ibr July 12, 1993

Time Wind

Speed
ml/hr

Wind
Direction

deg

Temp.

oF

Relative

Humidity
%

Atmospheric
Pressure

Ib_n. =

04:30 1.55 80 59.3 96.1 14.652

05:00 4.25 10 59.1 96.1 14.651

05:30 6.05 68 58 93.9 14.654

6.05

4.05

4.05

4.59

06:00 125

120

120

88

06:30

57.2

57.1

57.8

57.9

07:15

96.1

96.1

96.1

95.7
Time-

Averaged
Values

14.655

14.656

14.656

14.654
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Table B2. Weather data for July 13, 1993

Time Wind Wind Temp. Relative Atmospheric

Speed Direction Humidity Pressure
ml/hr deg °F % IbJin. 2

11:50 4.50 15 61.1 86.0 14.641

12:45 5.30 101 61.1 86.9 14.639

02:00 3.30 45 60.3 86.4 14.637

02:21 4.25 97 59.7 84.3 14.637

02:40 4.15 91 59.6 84.4 14.637

03:15 4.65 90 58.3 86.7 14.635

03:43 5.35 95 57.9 87.9 14.638

04:30 4.10 91 57.0 89.0 14.638

05:07 4.90 91 56.7 88.7 14.640

05:55 6.25 96 55.9 90.0 14.648

06:08 4.80 93 55.8 90.5 14.650

06:41 5.15 83 55.3 91.5 14.653

07:22 5.10 84 56.0 91.3 14.658

Time-

Averaged 4.75 83 58.3 87.9 14.642
Values
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Table B3. Weather data for July 14, 1993

Time Wind Wind Temp. Relative Atmospheric

Speed Direction Humidity Pressure
mi/hr deg °F % Ib/in. =

11:20 7.90 20 61.5 74.8 14.686

12:30 4.70 63 60.1 84.0 14.686

01:18 6.65 91 59.1 84.1 14.684

01:46 8.30 91 57.8 87.2 14.684

02:00 8.65 110 57.5 88.1 14.683

02:38 7.65 108 56.8 90.4 14.681

03:35 5.30 108 56.1 91.4 14.684

04:17 4.50 116 55.7 90.5 14.685

04:45 5.40 101 55.4 91.4 14.689

05:23 5.40 105 55.2 91.9 14.695

06:19 4.50 118 55.0 91.1 14.703

07:10 8.90 90 55.6 90.3 14.709

Time-

Averaged 6.15 94 57.2 88.1 14.689
Values
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Table B4. Weather data for July 15, 1993

Time

11:54

12:54

02:04

Wind

Speed
mi/hr

7.50

5.45

5.45

Wind
Direction

deg

245

244

219

Temp.

* F

60.3

61.4

59.2

Relative

Humidity
%

Atmospheric
Pressure

75.0 14.703

69.5

72.6

14.697

14.694

02:33 0.75 201 58.1 75.7 14.693

02:59 4.20 212 58.6 75.3 14.688

03:26 3.75 170 57.3 81.0 14.688

03 "56 2.95 144 57.5 85.2 14.689

04:26 4.40 123 57.4 86.1 14.688

05:00 6.75 33 57.1 67.4 14.690

05:29 3.30 75 56.7 89.0 14.692

06:28 3.35 100 57.2 86.3 14.697

07:02 2.85 96 57.5 83.5 14.700

07:30 2.45 76 58.3 81.8 14.705

07:54 0.0 58.7 79.5 14.708

Time-

Averaged 4.26 154 58.4 80.0 14.695
Values
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Table B5. Weather data for JuLy 16, 1993

Time Wind Wind Temp. Relative Atmospheric

Speed Direction Humidity Pressure

mi/hr deg °F % Ib/in. =

11:05 3.95 32 60.9 83.7 14.692

11:30 5.45 12 60.5 80.9 14.691

12:00 6.30 74 60.2 84.8 14.692

12:30 5.30 13 59.8 87.5 14.689

01:00 3.15 22 59.3 87.9 14.688

01:30 3.25

02:00 4.35

02:30 2.95

03:00 3.80

03:30 3.20

24 59.3 90.1 14.686

39 59.0 90.0 14.683

31 59.1 90.3 14.680

30 58.7 92.0 14.680

36 58.6 92.2 14.676

04:00 4.55 27 58.5 93.4 14.678

04:30 2.95 15 58.2 94.5 14.679

05:00 4.05 22 14.679

05:30 4.50

06:00 4.90

06:30 1.55

07:00 0.45

07:45 5.35

Time-

Averaged 3.81
Values

57.8 96.1

24 57.8 94.6 14.682

22 57.3 95.4 14.686

18 57.7 92.7 14.688

83 57.9 93.2 14.688

96 58.7 81.7 14.690

34 58.8 90.5 14.685
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Appendix C

Infrared Image Data File List





Table C1. Infrared data oblaincd July 12. 1993

Data Fllename

runOb.swb
runOb.lwb

runOe.swb
runOe.lwb

run1b.swb
run1b.lwb

run1e.swb
run1e.lwb

mn2b.swb

run2b.h_o

run2e.swb
run2e.lwb

File Size

run3m.swb
run3m.lwb

10 frames

5 frames

10 frames

8 frames

10 frames

10 frames

Description

Plume against
Mylar backdrop

Plume against
Mylar backdrop

Plume against
Mylar backdrop

Plume against
Mylar backdrop

Plume against
Mylar backdrop

Plume against
Mylar backdrop

Time

3:40

4:13

4:51

5:24

5:29

6:04

run3b.swb 10 frames Plume against 6:05
run3b.lwb Mylar backdrop

10 frames 6:38

run3e.swb
run3e.lwb

Probe shown
in the flow

Plume against
Mylar backdrop

7 frames 6:48
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Table C2. Infrared data obtained July 13, 1993

Data Fllename File Size

clear.swb 5 frames
clear.lwb

spect 1.swb 6 frames
spectl .Iwb

spect2.swb 6 frames
spect2.1wb

spect3.swb 6 frames
spect3.1wb

6 framesclear0.swb
clear0.1wb

DescrlpUon Time

Mylar backdrop 2:20 a.m.
without plume

Plume against 2:06 _.m.
Mylar backdrop

Plume against 2:12 a.m
Mylar backdrop

Plume against 2:38 a.m.
Mylar backdrop

2:56 a.m.Mylar backdrop
without plume

spect4.swb 6 frames Plume against 3:12 a.m.
spect4.1wb Mylar backdrop

clear3.swb 6 frames Mylar backdrop 3:32 a.m.
clear3.1wb without plume

spect5.swb 6 frames Plume against 3:40 a.m.
spect5, k','b Mylar backdrop

clear4.swb 6 frames Mylar backdrop 4:01 a.m
clear4.1wb without plume

spect6.swb 6 frames Plume against 4:11 a.m.
spect6.1wb Mylar backdrop

spect7.swb 6 frames Plume against 4:27 a.m.
spect7.1wb Mylar backdrop

clear5.swb 6 frames Mylar backdrop 4:34 a.m.
clear5.1wb without plume

spect8.swb 6 frames Plume against 4:52 a.m.
spect8.1wb Mylar backdrop

clear6.swb 6 frames Mylar backdrop 5:06 a.m.
clear6.1wb without plume

spect9.swb 6 frames Plume against 5:10 a.m
spect9.1wb Mylar backdrop

clear7.swb 6 frames Mylar backdrop 5:17 a.m
clear7.1wb without plume
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Table C3. Infrared dala obtained July 14, 1993

Data Fllename File Size Description Time

clearO.swb 6 frames Mylar backdrop
clearO.Iwb without plume

run4.swb 6 frames Plume against 1:18 a.m.
run4.1wb Mylar backdrop

6 frames 1:47 a.m.run5.swb

run5.1wb

run6.swb

run6.1wb

run7.swb

run7.1wb

run7m.swb
run7m.lwb

runS.swb

mnS.lwb

Plume against
Mylar backdrop

12:45 a.m.

6 frames Plume against 2:17 a.m.
Mylar backdrop

6 frames Plume against 2:51 a.m
Mylar backdrop

6 frames 3:25 a.m.

run9.swb
run9.kvb

run9b.swb
run9b.lwb

run10.swb
run10.Iwb

run11 .swb
runlI .Iwb

runlIb.swb

runllb.lwb

run11m.swb

runlIm.lwb

runl2.swb

run12.1wb

Plume against
Mylar backdrop

Plume against
Mylar backdrop

6 frames 3:27 a.m.

run13.swb
run13.1wb

6 frames Plume against 4:06 a.m.
Mylar backdrop

6 frames Plume against 4:19 a.m.
Mylar backdrop

6 frames Plume against 5:00 a.m.
Mylar backdrop

6 frames Plume against 5:31 a.m
Mylar backdrop

6 frames Plume against 5:48 a.m
Mylar backdrop

6 frames Plume and 6:12 a.m

Survey Probe

6 frames Plume against 6:14 a.m.
Mylar backdrop

6 frames 6:41 a.m.Plume against
Mylar backdrop
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Table C4. Infrared data obtained July 15, 1993

Data Fllename File Size Description Time

clearO.swb 6 frames Mylar backdrop 1:06 a.m.
clearO.Iwb without plume

run14,swb 6 frames Plume against 2:02 a.m.
run14.1wb Mylar backdrop

run15.swb 6 frames Plume against 2:35 a.m.
run15.1wb Mylar backdrop

run16.swb 6 frames Plume against 2:57 a.m.
run16.1wb Mylar backdrop

run22.swb 5 frames Plume against 3:28 a.m.
run22.1wb Mylar backdrop

run 22h.swb 6 frames Plume above 3:29 a.m.

run22h.lwb Mylar backdrop

run23.swb 5 frames Plume against 3:57 a.mo
run23.1wb Mylar backdrop

run23h.swb 6 frames Plume against 3:58 a.m.
run23h.lwb Mylar backdrop

run24.swb 6 frames Plume against 4:26 a.m.
run24.1wb Mylar backdrop

run25.swb 6 frames Plume against 4:59 a.m.
run25.1wb Mylar backdrop

run25h.swb 6 frames Plume above 4:59 a.m.

run25h.lwb Mylar backdrop

run17.swb 6 frames Plume against 5:39 a.m.
run17.1wb Mylar backdrop

run18.swb 6 frames Plume against 6:09 a.m.
run18.1wb Mylar backdrop

run19.swb 6 frames Plume against 6:44 a.m.
run19.1wb Mylar backdrop
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Table C5. Infrared dala obtained July 16, 1993

Data Fllename

clearO.swb
clearO.iwb

File Size

6 frames

Description

Mylar backdrop
without plume

Time

12:59 a.m.

noshield.swb 6 frames Plume with no 1:02 a.m.

noshield.lwb foreground shield

shield.swb 6 frames Plume with 1:31 a.m
shield.lwb foreground shield

nJn26.swb 6 frames Plume against 1:38 a.m.
run26.1wb Mylar backdrop

6 frames 2:23 a.m.run27.swb
run27.1wb

clear45.swb
clear45.1wb

Plume against
Mylar backdrop

run28.swb 6 frames Plume against
run28.1wb Mylar backdrop

run29.swb 6 frames Plume against
run29.1wb Mylar backdrop

run30.swb 6 frames Plume against
run30.Iwb Mylar backdrop

run31 .swb 6 frames Plume against
run31 .Iwb Mylar backdrop

run32.swb 6 frames Plume against
run32.1wb Mylar backdrop

run33.swb 6 frames Plume against
run33.1wb Mylar backdrop

6 frames Cameras and

Mylar backdrop
rotated 45°

without plume

Cameras and

Mylar backdrop
rotated 45°

with plume

set45.swb
set45.1wb

6 frames

3:29 a.m.

4:02 a.m.

4:26 a.m.

5:05 a.m.

5:50 a.m.

6:27 a.m.

7:25 a.m.

7:29 a.m.
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Table 1. Preliminary experiment data from May 14-15, 1993

TravorsolOataP,anoIoa'a "on 'ol Coomon,
Exit Plane Data

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 0.15 prelim, run 1 negative y-axis

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 0.15 prelim, run 2 repeat run

0.5 Diameters Downstream

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 2.5 prelim, run 3 negative y-axis

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 2.5 prelim, run 4 repeat run

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 2.5 prelim, run 5 repeat run

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 2.5 prelim, run 6 repeat run

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 2.5 prelim, run 7 repeat run

1.0 Diameters Downstream

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 4.5 prelim, run 8

y-axis y = 2.25, z = 4.5 prelim, run 9

negative y-axis

positive x-axis

2.0 Diameters Downstream

x-axis I Y = 2.25, z = 4.5 [ prelim, run 10 i negative y-axis

3.0 Diameters Downstream

y-axis I x = 0.0, z = 13.5 prelim, run 11 I negative y-axis

4.0 Diameters Downstream

y-axis I x=0.0, z=18.0 I prelim, run12 [ negative y-axis

5.0 Diameters Downstream

y-axis I x=0.0, z=22.5 I prelim, run 13 l negativey-axis

z-axis

z-axis sweep to 2.2 Diameters

I x=0.0, y=2.25 I prelim, run14
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Table 2. APU data measured from the exit plane through three diameters downstream

(these data obtained July 12-16, 1993)

Traverse Data Plane Data Filename J Comment

Exit Plane Data

y-axis

y-axis

x-axis

x-axis

x = 0.0, z -- 0.15

x = 0.0, z = 0.15

y = 0.0, z = 0.15

y - 0.0, z - 0.15

run 1

run 2

run 3

run 4

negative y-axis

repeat run

complete x-axis

positive x-axis

y-axis

0.5 Diameters Downstream

x = 0.0, z = 2.25 run5

y= 0.0, Z=

negative y-axis

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 2.25 run 6 repeat run

x-axis y = 0.0, z = 2.25 run 7 complete x-axis

x-axis 2.25 run 8 positive x-axis

1.0 Diameters Downstream

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 4.5 run 9 negative y-axis

y-axis x - 0.0, z = 4.5 run 10 repeat run

x-axis x = 0.0, z = 4.5 run 11 complete x-axis

x-axis x = 0.0, z = 4.5 run 12 positive x-axis

2.0 Diameters Downstream

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 9.0 run 13 negative y-axis

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 9.0 run 14 repeat run

x-axis x - 0.0, z = 9.0 run 15 complete x-axis

x-axis x = 0.0, z = 9.0 run 16 positive x-axis

3.0 Diamelers Downstream

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 13.5 run 17 negative y-axis

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 13.5 run 18 repeat run
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Table 3. APU data measured from three diameters downstream through ten diameters downstream
(these data obtained July 12-16, 1993)

Traverse Data Plane Data Filename Comment

3.0 Diameters Downstream (cont.)

x-axis x = 0.0, z = 13.5 run 19 complete x-axis

4.0 Diameters Downstream

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 18.0 run 20 negative y-axis

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 18.0 run 21 repeat run

x-axis x = 0.0, z = 18.0 run 22 complete

5.0 Diameters Downstream

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 22.5 run 23 negative y-axis

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 22.5 run 24 repeat run

x-axis x = 0.0, z = 22.5 run 25 complete x-axis

6.0 Diameters Downstream

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 27.0 run 26 negative y-axis

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 27.0 run 27 repeat run

x-axis x = 0.0, z = 27.0 run 28 complete x-axis

7.0 Diameters Downstream

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 31.5 run 29 negative y-axis

8.0 Diameters Downstream

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 36.0 run 30 negative y-axis

9.0 Diameters Downstream

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 40.5 run 31 negative y-axis

10.0 Diameters Downstream

y-axis x = 0.0, z = 45.0 run 32 negative y-axis
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Table 4. Results from calibration of the Kici probe

Pressure
maintained

by the
calibration

unit

(psig)

Pressure

measured

by the
kiel Probe

(psig)

Difference
between

measured
data and

calibration
unit data

(%)

0.000 -0.0004

0.100 0.0986 -1.40

0.199 0.1986 -0.20

0.300 0.2992 -0.27

0.3985 -0.125

0.5016

0.399

0.500 0.320

0.599 0.5994 0.067

0.700 0.7028 0.400

0.800 0.8036 0.450

0.900 0.9074 0.822

1.000 1.0034 0.340

1.100 1.1047 0.427

1.200 1.2049 0.408
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Table 5. Results from the Midac Spectrometer

Data Set
No.

Probe Temp.
°F

1 680

2 680

3 680

4 680

5

6

669

669

Fit Temp
°F

729

763

719

688

702

736

Average
°F

Stand. dev.
oF

725 31

719

7 540 632 637 7

8 550 642 - -

9 410 bad - -

10 410 660 - -

24

Note: The "-" indicates that these calculations were not performed.
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Figure 1. (a) Photograph of the McDonnell Douglas Harrier YA V-8B, and (b) MWB infrared image of the Harrier in a 30-ft

(9.14-m) altitude and 30-kt (15.4-m/s) velocity flight condition.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram illustrating how the Monte Carlo ray-trace algorithm works.
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Figure 3. (a) Photograph of the Boeing 747 Space Shuttle Carrier Aircraft, and (b) MWB infrared image of the Boeing 747.
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Figure 4. Predicted infrared spectral image at 4.3 lzm of the Boeing747 Space Shuttle Carrier Aircraft.
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Figure6.Thelargetwo-dimensionaltraverseusedduringtheAPUexperimentattheOARF.



Figure 7. The small three-dimensional traverse rig shown attached to the larger two-dimensional traverse rig.
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Figure 14. The signal conditioning unit (SCU) with the top removed to show the finear and nonlinear thermocouple

modules.
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Figure 16. The weather station at the OARF.
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Figure 17, The Agema 880 Dual Waveband Infrared Imaging System.
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Figure 20. The aluminized Mylar backdrop.
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Figure 26. Experimental temperature and pressure measurements obtained one diameter downstream, z = 4.5 in.
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Figure 27. Experimental temperature and pressure measurements obtained two diameters downstream, z = 9.0 in.
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Figure 28. Experimental temperature and pressure measurements obtained three diameters downstream, z -- 13.5 in.
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Figure 29. Experimental temperature and pressure measurements obtained four diameters downstream, z = 18. 0 in.
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Figure 30. Experimental temperature and pressure measurements obtained five diameters downstream, z -- 22.5 in.
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Figure 31. Experimental temperature and pressure measurements obtained six diameters downstream, z = 27.0 in.
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Figure 32. Experimental temperature and pressure measurements obtained seven diameters downstream, z = 31.5 in.
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Figure 33. Experimental temperature and pressure measurements obtained eight diameters downstream, z -- 36.0 in.
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Figure 34. Experimental temperature and pressure measurements obtained nine diameters downstream, z = 40.5 in.
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Figure 35. Experimental temperature and pressure measurements obtained ten diameters downstream, z = 45.0 in,
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Figure 36. (a) Velocity profile at the exit plane, z = 0.0 in. (b) Velocity profile at one-haft diameter downstream, z = 2.25 in.
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Figure 37. (a) Velocity profile at one diameter downstream, z = 4.5 in.(b)Velocityprofile at two diameters downstream,
z=9.0in.
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Figure 38. (a) Velocityprofile at three diameters downstream, z = 13.5 in. (b) Velocityprofile at four diameters
downstream, z = 18.0 in.
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Figure 39. (a) Velocity profile at five diameters downstream, z = 22.5 in. (b) Velocity profile at six diameters downstream,
z = 27.0 in.
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Figure 40. (a) Velocity profile at seven diameters downstream, z = 31.5 in. (b) Velocity profile at eight diameters

downstream, z = 36.0 in.
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Figure 41. (a) Velocity profile at nine diameters downstream, z = 40.5 in. (b) Velocity profile at ten diameters downstream,

z = 45.0 in.
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Figure 42. Illustration of the construction of a "field" of data.
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(a) (b) (c)

0.0 0.5 1.0

Figure 43. Three consecutively measured fields of filtered MWB infrared data.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 44. MWB infrared images of the APU exhaust plume.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 45. Filtered MWB infrared images of the APU exhaust plume.
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Figure 46. LWB infrared images of the APU exhaust plume.
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(a) (b)

Figure 47. Averaged MWB infrared images of the APU exhaust plume.
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Figure 48. Infrared images of the aluminizedMylar backdrop.
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Figure 49. The uncertainty of a measured infrared image.
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Figure 51. The three-dimensional CFD solution space is reduced to a two-dimensional infrared image by the ray-tracing

process.
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Figure 52. Diagram depicting how the initial orientation of a ray is decided.
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Figure 53. All possible outcomes for a ray as it traverses through the CFD solution space.
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Figure 54. Diagram depicting the path taken by a ray as it traverses a three-dimensional CFD solution cell.
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Figure 55. Illustration of the improvement in the quafity of a predicted image as the number of rays per pixel increases.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 56. Predicted infrared images depicting the effect of varying the baseline carbon dioxide concentrations.
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Figure 57. Effect on intensity for a given pixel by varying the baseline carbon dioxide concentrations.
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(a (b)

Figure 58. Comparison between an infrared image predicted using the Line of Sight method and an experimental filtered-

MWB image averaged over six frames of data.
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(a) (b)

Figure 59. Comparison between an infrared image predicted using the Monte Carlo ray-trace code and an experimental

filtered-MWB field of data.
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